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Politicians, public
ignore 10,000 lb.

tax-free elephant…
Favors, “scholarships” traded

amongst the elite and
politically connected for

tax-free status… but they want
US to accept a wage freeze?

(continued on page A7)

By James Carnell,
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

Editor’s note: this article, in abbreviated format, was
sent to the Boston Globe for consideration as an op-ed
piece. Naturally, it was not published, as the elitists at
the Globe and their children are themselves among the
beneficiaries of the favors and scholarships (wink-wink,
nod-nod) offered by the local colleges and hospitals.

On January 1st, Mayor Thomas Menino floated his
trial balloon about potential layoffs on the front

pages of the Globe. At the time, I predicted public em-
ployee unions would soon become the targets, and I
was (unfortunately) correct. Virtually every contractual
benefit we have negotiated, including pensions, health
benefits, paid details or educational incentive plans is
under daily attack on the front pages of the local news-
papers or the talk-shows. Like witches in 1692 Salem,
public employees are pilloried for sport by those look-
ing for scapegoats to explain the bad economy. Two
years ago, my union, the Boston Police Patrolmen’s As-
sociation, agreed to a negotiated contract that required,
among other things, increased contributions to our health
care plan. We also accepted very small increases in the
beginning, with the expectation that a larger raise was
due during the final year of the contract. Of course, even
in good economic times, we often received years of
“0”% raises (six out of the last 14 years). Strange, but I
don’t recall the pundits demanding fairness during those
times….

Mayor Menino has estimated that if all city unions
were to agree to a wage freeze, he might be able to save

Meet our critics!!!

By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor

Q uestion: who is radio talk-
show host Michael Graham,

Margery Eagan, Howie Carr and the
general public most angry about in the
photo to the right? The photo was
taken on March 26th, 2009 in front of
the intersection of Ashburton Pl. and
Somerset St., ironically the offices of
the virulently anti-union/anti-police
Beacon Hill Institute and their cur-
mudgeonly leader, Suffolk University
Professor of Economics David G.
Tuerck. (see joint letter sent to him
requesting his own pay and benefit in-
formation by the BPPA and BPSOF
elsewhere in this issue). In the photo,
the intrepid and dashingly handsome
Pax Editor directs traffic through the
narrow intersection while a veritable
cornucopia of lawyers, engineers, and
consultants accompanied by photog-
raphers and legal secretaries inspect
various locations where Trigen steam
energy Co. and Verizon are engaged
in expensive litigation regarding un-
derground damage that occurred about
four years ago.

According to some knowledgeable
persons present, the lawyers alone cost
upwards of $400.00 per hour, not in-
cluding their retinue of secretaries,
photographers, consultants and others.
(I counted a total of 12 persons). And
as I stated, this litigation has been go-
ing on for four years, and will prob-
ably continue for several more. There
will be meetings and conferences,
depositions and hearings, billable
hours and consultant’s reports ad
nauseum. I predict that, in the end,
both companies will settle the case and

And who’s costing the ratepayers
 the most money?

the lawyers and consultants will all
walk away with a smile on their face
and a pocket full of cash.

But who do ratepayers think is re-
sponsible for their bills? Who do the
drive-by critics focus in on? Is it the
$400. per-hour lawyer or the $200.00
per-hour consultant? NO. It’s the cop.
The cop who, in Boston, actually costs
less than a flagman but gets 100% of
the public’s grief and anger. And so,
after directing traffic in several busy
intersections, including locations in

Chinatown and the financial area until
12:15, the officer was released with
3.75 hours; meaning a four-hour mini-
mum. (I’m sure that Michael Graham
would be mortified about getting 15
minutes of “free” pay  for the cop.) As
I was leaving, the lawyers were discuss-
ing where to have lunch, and I sort of
doubt it was at the local sub-shop.
(Trigen and Verizon ratepayers will ul-
timately split the tab for the lawyer’s
lunch, but no one will know because it

(continued on page A9)

By Jim Carnell, Editor, Pax Centurion

With all of the constant criticism and scrutiny we’re under, with our annual pay
posted on-line for nosy neighbors and voyeuristic cretins to exploit, it’s com-

forting to turn the tables on our most vocal critics and reveal what they “earn,” for lack
of a more descriptive term. If you hear these fakes and frauds pontificating on radio

Meet our critics!!!
Rich frauds demand concessions from cops,

but here’s how much they make…

(continued on page A9)

�

$400/hr.
Attorney

�

$260/hr.
Engineer

�

�

$185/hr.
Consultant

$110/hr.
Photographer

�
$33/hr.

COP
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Unity & Strength

Union Printworks

In response to a request for an indepen-
dent objective analysis, study and report

of the cost savings in the use of civilian flag-
man as requested by Senator James E.
Timilty and Representative Michael A.
Costello who served as co-chairmen on the
legislatures Joint Committee on Public
Safety and Homeland Security.

Both men expressed their concerns and
requested the State Auditor review the level
of cost benefit to the Commonwealth as well
as the potential impact on public safety by
replacing police officers with road flaggers
on construction details.

From the outset the analysis found that
the (EOTPW) Executive Office of Trans-
portation and Public works cost
savings projections were over-
stated and many areas concern-
ing public safety were not con-
sidered in this hastily consid-
ered, ill conceived regulation.
For instance the independent
audit found that EOTPW under-
estimated the total cost that will
be paid to companies that em-
ploy civilian flaggers, which
would reduce or eliminate sav-
ings related to replacing police
with flaggers. EOTPW’s cost
report considered only the
flaggers prevailing wage rate,
which includes a base wage rate
plus certain fringe benefits un-
der Massachusetts Prevailing
Wage Laws. EOTPW’s analy-
sis does not include employer
related costs such as taxes and
insurance premiums, which are
mandatory expenses a company
will incur when it hires paid employees to
perform services. The analysis did not ac-
count for overhead expenses, overruns on
profit margins for the contractor. The audi-

tor found that based on industry research,
these factors add costs of 7% to 25% over
the prevailing wage rate.

The auditor’s report criticized the
administration’s apparent lack of concern
in the area of public safety. It stated
“EOTPW did not consider certain safety

factors (the proxim-
ity of schools, pedestrians, playgrounds, and
high volume traffic, for example) as re-
quired by 701 CMR 704 (5) when analyz-
ing the projects and projecting its cost sav-
ing estimates, which may have required
additional personnel, including police de-
tails. As a result of this omission, EOTPW’s
projected savings could be overstated.” It
went on to say that there will undoubtedly
be an impact to the public’s safety in that
EOTPW’s cost report analyzed 208 con-
struction projects. In most cases, when re-
viewed and reconfigured, the result was a
reduction of public safety personnel (i.e.
police officers and troopers on the streets

of the Commonwealth.) Only 10% of the
projects would be manned solely by police
officers and a combination of police offic-
ers and flaggers would be used on 56% of

the projects. The remaining
34% would be flaggers and/or
traffic control devices. Based on
this reconfiguration we estimate
that 177 police officers would
be eliminated from state funded
projects per day or 885 police
officers per week. That’s a far
cry and a complete turnaround
from the campaign promise of
adding an additional thousand
officers to our ranks. The report
cited the concerns not only of
the police unions, but also of
mayors, police chiefs and other
public safety officials who ex-
pressed serious concerns about
compromising public safety,
particularly for minimal or no

savings. They stressed that police details
play a significant role in augmenting regu-
lar police patrols, which in many instances
are insufficient and given the current finan-
cial crisis in our communities unable to
maintain. According to several public offi-

The report cited the concerns
not only of the police unions,
but also of mayors, police
chiefs and other public safety
officials who expressed serious
concerns about compromising
public safety, particularly for
minimal or no savings. They
stressed that police details play
a significant role in augmenting
regular police patrols, which in
many instances are insufficient
and given the current financial
crisis in our communities
unable to maintain.

(continued on page A3)

The auditor’s report concluded
by saying that the new
regulations will produce cost
savings through efficiencies
but according to the review
not to the extent estimated by
the administration and largely
not because of the use of
flaggers, but rather due to a
reduction in man-hours and by
replacing personnel with traffic
devices.
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Message from the Vice President: Ronald MacGillivray

Favorable FLSA overtime decision

(continued from page A2)

cials and police chiefs, paid police details
have dramatically increased police presence
in their communities by a factor of two to
three times the average daily uniform po-
lice staffing.

The auditor’s report concluded by say-
ing that the new regulations will produce
cost savings through efficiencies but accord-
ing to the review not to the extent estimated
by the administration and largely not be-
cause of the use of flaggers, but rather due
to a reduction in man-hours and by replac-
ing personnel with traffic devices. Finally,
the reduction of 885 police officers, on av-
erage per week on state funded construc-
tion projects has the potential to compro-
mise the public’s safety. The report ended
by saying that the Auditor of the Common-
wealth fully appreciated the efforts of Gov-
ernor Patrick, especially during these dif-
ficult financial times, to maximize the effi-
cient use of highway funds while preserv-
ing public and workers’ safety, it is equally
important that the legislature and the gen-
eral public fully consider the ramifications
of these recent changes. The report was
signed by the Auditor of the Common-
wealth, A. Joseph DeNucci.

What I have described to this point is
not a free-wheeling editorialization by me
or anyone else at the BPPA. They were the

findings based on facts, by his independent,
professional staff. You did not find them
reproduced in the Boston Globe and the only
story the Herald could produce is somehow
the police unions bought him off. How ri-
diculous. In the days following the reports
release I waited for Tuerck or Lehigh to
challenge the Auditor’s findings. They
didn’t. The only response to the report was
an attempt at assassinating the character and
good name of Auditor DeNucci. In the
world of Massachusetts politics he was
placed in a no win situation, but he fulfilled
his obligation and responsibility by not fol-
lowing the political angles, he simply went
where the facts took him. Refusing to toe
the party line, I find that refreshing. He truly
is a man who walks the walk, not talk the
talk and he will always have my respect for
having the courage to speak the truth re-
gardless of the consequence. In the past
week we have witnessed yet again, great
acts of bravery and professionalism while
performing paid details in that on at least
two occasions our members affected the
arrest of two bank robbery suspects within
minutes of the event. These efforts have not
gone unnoticed and are a great example of
our commitment. Continue your diligence
and heightened state of awareness and
above all else, be safe out there.

It is what it is

The BPPA recently received notice of our
favorable FLSA overtime decision

from the State Supreme Court. The case in-
volved the city’s refusal to sit down and
bargain changes in determining overtime
payments which is required by state law.
The City went forward and calculated hours
based on a 28 day cycle without bargaining
with the Union. An Unfair Labor Practice
was filed. The damages go back to July of
2002 with interest. The city is contemplat-
ing appealing the decision to the United
States Supreme Court. The BPPA and City
had similar litigation in 2000 with similar
results. Attorney Bryan Decker is handling
the case.

District personnel
considered not worthy

Though the discussion will include two
cases involving the bike unit

(SOTBU)…the issue is not about the indi-
viduals assigned to the bike unit or their
commanders but more about distributing
overtime in a reasoned manner. This is not
about determining the amount of time that
a specialized unit remains in a District per-
forming non-specialized duties on overtime.
This is about 2 parades on the same day…1
in the morning and 1 in the afternoon on
Area B. The afternoon parade has hundreds
of qualified District officers that have been
offered and ordered on overtime. The morn-
ing parade has zero District officers that
have been offered or ordered on overtime
from 4 a.m. till 11:00 a.m. Clearly, the com-
petence required for the morning parade
goes beyond the skills possessed from of-
ficers assigned to Area B, the Department
argues. Now the Department was tasked
with exaggerating the skill-set of the Bike
Unit while at the same time belittling the
skill-set of the District officers to win the
grievance. This is for a couple of slots in
the morning parade on a day when hundreds
of thousands of dollars are spent. The
Department’s problem was that if these time
slots were offered to the District officers,
the work would have been scooped up im-
mediately given the alternative. For reme-
dial purposes, a prospective agreement for
this exclusive parade would be in order. This
was unacceptable judging from the magni-
tude of the resulting testimony.

On February 23rd the BPPA went to ar-
bitration with a case involving the Bike
Unit performing exclusive overtime from
4:00 a.m. till 11:00 a.m. for the J’ouvert
Parade prior to the Caribbean Festival Pa-
rade. The case involved both the “special
needs” argument from the Department and
the “exclusivity” in not offering any over-
time positions with these hours to the host
districts of Area B.

The BPPA did not argue that bikes do
not serve a purpose in this setting but felt a
couple of marked vehicles or walking of-
ficers (as used in other parades with the
“duck boats”) would be equally efficient in

accommodating the needs of the parade.
After-all, the 1 mile trek takes approxi-

mately 3 hours to complete and starts at 7:00
a.m. according to testimony. An offering of
a portion of the work was not unreasonable
after examining the actual hours allotted for
stretching during the pre-parade warm-up.

The ground cavalry conducted a pre-
stretch from 4:00a.m. - 7:00a.m. and a post-
stretch from 10a.m. - 11a.m., totaling 4
hours…hardly an exclusive expertise. The
subsequent testimony involving the skills
needed for the 3 hour parade was vintage
SNL making it a future necessity to have a
stenographer present.

To fully appreciate the current case, one
must look at an earlier arbitration involv-
ing the special skills of the Bike Unit. “Op-
eration Homesafe” was conducted on Janu-
ary 5th, 6th and 7th of 2006…the mission was
to saturate a particular “hot spot” in the
Fessenden St. and Morton St. area. Most of
the work involved “quality of life issues”
and the execution of warrants in a specifi-
cally targeted neighborhood. The Union’s
problem was keeping the focus on these
particular nights where the Bike Unit’s ac-
tivities were indistinguishable from that
of the District. This argument was not about
the mode of conveyance or equipment. The
Department’s witnesses were unable to give
a clear account of actions on these nights at
the location where the overtime was in ques-
tion. But the Lieutenant was able to give a
vivid, hour-by-hour yarn of a typical night
on patrol, including visits to the Neponset
River “where the kids would go and prac-
tice shooting their guns”…along with fight-
ing the Sioux, Apache and other local hos-
tiles while traversing through the parks of
Dorchester. Testimony included the unit
averaging 1200 arrests per year, 5 a shift,
mostly after 10:00 p.m. Very impressive
presentation.

Jay Broderick did a great job of relat-
ing the ordinary, non-unique roles needed
and performed (typical of those performed
on a nightly basis on Area B) during an ear-
lier operation but in the absence of contrary,
first hand evidence of the Bike Unit’s ac-
tual role over that 3 day period, it was
over…Operation Homesafe had turned into
Operation Hip-Deep.

The real issue was the Department treat-
ing the Operation as a media event in deter-
mining whose presence is more aestheti-
cally pleasing as opposed to hiring the ap-
propriate personnel for the actual work that

was carried out.
Listening to the recent case involving the

Bike Unit at the Caribbean Festival was the
equivalent of watching “Tropic Thunder”
with Stiller, Black, Downey Jr., and Nick
Nolte as Sgt. “Fourleaf” Tayback, the au-
thor of that spoof. In this real life tale, the
Lieutenant secures a 1 mile patch of Blue
Hill Ave., also referred to as the parade
route, between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m., despite
the crackle of gunfire from surrounding
neighborhoods. The 8 member unit em-
ployed the power slide when needed, which
is a maneuver used when approaching
hostiles…the team in unison goes into a skid
and then pops up, pounding the bike on the
ground, creating a “shock and awe” effect.
In addition, the actual flag from the devel-
oping country of Isle Pavot, the same one
that was waived to calm the masses at the
J’oubert Parade was on hand for inspection
and photo-ops. The arbitrator queried, prior

to the deployment
of the bike unit how did the city function.

Both Lieutenants, appropriately gave
highly seasoned accounts of their successes
and the quality of their officers which was
never in doubt. Again, this was not about
the Bike Unit performing overtime this
was about being inclusive and not divi-
sive in offering Area B personnel a couple
of spots in the a.m. as opposed to creat-
ing animosity between members of the
patrol force.

Dave Fitzgerald summed it up best in
that crowd control instruction is universally
taught and given the hundreds of district
officers hired for the afternoon parade…
how are Area B personnel deemed not com-
petent to rate even one offering during the
morning parade.

Eisenhower Jacket

There is a grievance filed that is winding
its way through the system regarding

the issuance of a Blauer jacket. A re-issu-
ance of Rule 306 from the Commissioner
on 10-22-08 rescinded and amended the
former Rule regarding the uniform jacket
that is authorized and jackets that are no
longer authorized. It is the position of the
BPPA that any police officer out of the acad-
emy prior to October of 2008 is entitled to
the required jacket as per the Special Order
that was issued and our Collective Bargain-
ing Agreement.

…the issue is not about the individuals assigned to
the bike unit or their commanders but more
about distributing overtime in a reasoned manner.
This is not about determining the amount of time
that a specialized unit remains in a District
performing non-specialized duties on overtime.
This is about two  parades on the same day…
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Treasury Notes: Thomas Pratt, BPPA Treasurer

Spring has sprung
As always I open this communication

with a customary, I hope to find ev-
eryone doing well.

The first order of business is the topic
that I wrote about in the last issue of the
PAX. I do not mean to beat a dead horse but
the topic is the PILOT programs, or pay-
ment in lieu of taxes. Why am I so adamant
about this topic? One major reason is that
the city is asking the union, meaning you
the membership, to take a wage freeze in
July which means not take your negotiated
contractual benefit and delay it for one year,
to save jobs because tax revenues are down
in the City.

I have an idea! How about taxing the
colleges? Oh, we can’t because of an anti-
quated existing law that excludes cities and
towns from collecting property taxes from
these institutions. The colleges in the City
of Boston can give an undetermined amount
of money to the City. The problem is that it
is totally voluntary. They do not have to give
the City any money, here today gone tomor-
row. There is no fixed dollar attached to the
PILOTS. The money that the city is getting
from these institutions is more volatile than
future tax revenues. At least with taxes you
can somewhat project what you are going
to receive, with PILOTS you may or may
not get anything, you are at the mercy of a
board of directors. Not to mention just about
every piece of land they buy now or in the
immediate future is taking revenue from the
city.

The flip side of the argument is that these
colleges want you to believe that the stu-
dents that they bring into the city spend
money in restaurants and surrounding stores
creating tax revenues. I agree, but is it more
revenue that would be generated by taxing
the colleges owned property. Tourists spend
money also, they generate tax revenue but
the world economy is in the toilet and the
tourist industry is suffering so now that is
future lost revenues. The moral of the story
is that tax revenue is down in just about
every community throughout the Common-
wealth.

The Legislature has to think out of the
box instead of new taxes on families and
businesses who have been paying their fair
share over the years. It is time for them to
ask the institutions of higher learning to start
kicking in. Maybe one of the economics
professors, in one of the colleges should be
asked if it is good government not to tax
the property they own. I firmly believe that
Beacon Hill has a tough job ahead of them.
Their job is not going to be easy, fiscal 2011
looks worse than 2010 that means more cuts
to basic services and the possibility of higher
taxes. Instead of higher taxes, the time is
now to capture and create newer sources of
revenues from the industries that pay a pal-
try sum in the form of PILOTS!

These programs are corrupt because the
cities or towns somewhat rely on this money
now, but as long as they keep taking this
money and refuse to change the law through
legislation they can never attain the full po-

tential of their property taxes at the current
rate of value; they dangle the carrot in front
of the municipalities and they take it.

The next order of business I will write
about is the issue of BANDING! And why
the BPPA does not agree with it. The main
reason the BPPA is against banding is that
the states human resource division did not
follow its own rules and protocols estab-
lished by themselves. They were supposed
to notify every member of the Legislature
of the intent to band the scores. They were
also supposed to notify the public in at least
two major newspapers of the intent to band
and the most important protocol they failed
to follow was to have an open hearing on
the issue.

Human resources failed to follow
through with it’s own directives If they
wanted to band the scores in the beginning
they should have just followed their own
established guide lines, not a hard thing to
do. That is why the Union has taken the is-
sue to court. This labor action is just like
the Municipal Police or the FLSA lawsuit,

they meaning the states human resource
division can do it but it is a matter of a few
protocols, they have to follow first. Certain
guidelines have to be met to change the pro-
cess.

As police officers, we are expected to
enforce laws and ordinances established by
both the state and city. So for the Human
Resource Division of the Commonwealth
to totally violate an existing rule and prac-
tice, is not acceptable. This is like when you
were a child and you asked your parents
for something and they said no, and the ex-
cuse was because we said so. Your parents
had the right to be arrogant but a govern-
mental entity that is supposed to answer to
the people has NO RIGHT!

You as a police officer, after arresting
someone have to follow certain procedures
and rules set by a governmental entity. To
me it is the same principle, follow the rules
to the best of your ability. They knew ahead
of time that they were gong to band the
marks, there was no exigency. They could
have met their obligations. Now we get to

the seven points
spread between the
bands, in my own personal opinion that is
absolutely ridiculous. I agree everyone can
have a bad day taking a test, but seven
points. As a society, we have begun to sell
our self short of our full potential. Gone are
the days of, if you studied hard and got a
good mark you would get the job. Once
again, in my opinion, if you got a better
score on a test than I did, the person with
the higher score should be offered that po-
sition first.

Now in closing, I would just like to re-
mind everyone to be diligent while per-
forming details. Good arrests has been
made by officers performing details that
is fantastic and I would just like to say,
excellent job.

Remember, keep your guard up and
watch each other’s backs. If you have a
problem or concern give the Union a call
and let us know you the members are our
eyes and ears and best source of informa-
tion. As always I work for you.

The Massachusetts Deferred Compensation Plan (“Plan”) is
maintained pursuant to Section 457(b) of the Internal Rev-

enue Code of 1986 (“Code”), as amended, and Chapter 29, Sec-
tion 64 of the Massachusetts General Laws. The Plan is a retire-
ment plan that allows a participating employee (“participant”)
to make contributions into an account established on his or her
behalf. A participant’s contributions are made on a pre-tax basis,
and as such all earnings are tax-deferred. The amounts accumu-
lated in a participating employee’s deferred compensation ac-
count may be distributed to the participant (or beneficiary) at
retirement, or upon the occurrence of some other another quali-
fying event, such as separation from service or death.

In accordance with the provisions of Section 457 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code and the guidelines provided by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS), even if a participant is still employed, a
distribution may also be made upon the occurrence of some
Unforeseeable Emergency. Generally, an Unforeseeable Emer-
gency, as defined as a severe financial hardship of the partici-
pant or beneficiary resulting from one of the following:

• An illness or accident of the participant or beneficiary, the
participant or beneficiary’s spouse, or the participant or
beneficiary’s primary beneficiary or dependent, as defined
under the Code;

• Loss of the participant’s or beneficiary’s property due to
casualty that is not reimbursable by insurance;

• The need to pay for the funeral expenses of the participant’sa
spouse, Beneficiary, or dependent (as defined in the Code)
of a participant or beneficiary; or

• Other similar extraordinary and unforeseeable circum-
stances arising as a result of events beyond the participant’s
control. Such extraordinary and unforeseeable circum-
stances may include imminent foreclosure or eviction from
primary residence, the need to pay medical expenses, in-
cluding the cost of prescription drug medication.

Deferred Compensation:
Unforseeable emergency synopsis

The purchase of a home or automobile, the need to pay child
schooling or college tuition and expenses are not considered un-
foreseeable emergencies.

Distributions due to an Unforeseeable Emergency are limited
to the amount reasonably necessary to satisfy the emergency need.
Moreover, such withdrawals for an Unforeseeable Emergency
are permitted only to the extent that the hardship asserted cannot
be relieved through some other means. Specifically:

• Reimbursement or compensation by insurance or otherwise;
• Liquidating assets (to the extent that such action in itself

would not cause severe financial hardship); or
• Ceasing to make contributions to the Plan.
Finally, whether a participant (or beneficiary) is faced with an

Unforeseeable Emergency is based on the relevant facts and cir-
cumstances of each case. Nonetheless, all decisions regarding
the approval or denial of Unforeseeable Emergency withdrawal
requests are based solely on the specific guidelines set forth un-
der Section 457(b) of the Internal Revenue Code and the accom-
panying Federal Regulations. It is therefore within the authority
of the Plan to request and review all pertinent information to
insure that the Unforeseeable Emergency withdrawal requests
are consistent with the Code. As indicated above, it is not suffi-
cient for a participant to just show that the event or loss has oc-
curred. The participant must also evidence of the lack of avail-
ability of other assets, that the cessation of deferrals could not
relieve the need, and that the amount requested is limited to the
amount necessary to satisfy the emergency need.

Should you have any questions regarding whether you may
be applicable to receive an Unforeseeable Emergency distribu-
tion, please contract the SMART Plan Service Center at 1-877-
457-1900. Further, please note that in the event that you are ap-
proved for an Unforeseeable Emergency withdrawal, there shall
be a mandatory cessation of your deferrals to the Plan for a mini-
mum of 6 months.
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Secretary Spread: Jay Broderick, BPPA Secretary

Once the budget is released, the inevitable
cries of poor mouth will commence

By the time you are reading this article,
the City will have released its fiscal

year 2010 budget and the inevitable cries
of poor mouth will begin to echo through
City Hall and One Schroeder Plaza. The
Globe and the Herald (well, maybe the
Globe) will renew their attacks against pub-
lic employee unions and point out how our
contracts handcuff the department’s ability
to reduce costs and create reform.

What they won’t report is that how the
public employee unions collectively bargain
for their contracts. You know, the give and
take that is often referred to as negotiating!
The City, who has a number of highly
skilled and extremely talented people work-
ing in their respective labor relations offices,
are tasked with securing fair contracts with

their employees. That’s a pretty easy con-
cept to comprehend isn’t it? The City tries
to get something they need from us and we
try to get something that we need from them.
Somewhere along the way a compromise
is usually reached. Very rarely though do
we see happen what it is that the City wants
to happen which is what my kids call a “do
over”. The City wants us to take a freeze of
a scheduled raise. A raise that was negoti-
ated in good faith. A raise that was gained
through collective bargaining. The same
collective bargaining that resulted in the
City substantial savings on the amount that
our members contribute into their health
care plans. You haven’t read about that in
the papers though have you? The same col-
lective bargaining process saw the BPPA

take two (2) years of zeros, though you
never hear about the zeros when the Quinn
Bill issue gets raised. Probably just an over-
sight.

The City, because they didn’t anticipate
the economic climate changing, wants to
change the rules. You see, we know that the
City would never entertain the thought of
us asking for a “do over”.  What do you
think would be the answer if we were to
say we wanted our healthcare contributions
to stay where they were a few years ago
because we didn’t anticipate health care
costs increasing?

In the meantime, the BPPA, through its
affiliations, has been able to secure substan-
tial amounts of money through the relation-
ships that have been formed across this

country. We have tried to do our part but
the City needs to do theirs.

If the Department is too “fat” and needs
to adjust personnel, they should start with
those people that they feel are less essen-
tial. If they feel that the Cadets fall under
that category, then so be it, though I strongly
disagree. If they feel that the layoffs of ten
civilian hostlers will bolster the bank ac-
counts at the cost of dismantling the oldest
Police Mounted Unit in the country, then
shame on them.

Hopefully the Department will take a
much closer look at the way they conduct
business and identify those areas where they
can truly save money. In the meantime, we
will do everything that we can to ensure that
NO Boston Police Officers are laid off.

Dear Globe correspondent Connie Paige,

Iread your article in Sunday’s (2/22/09)
Globe City Weekly section entitled “Police

stick with details, despite Patrick’s urging.”
The title itself and the very first paragraph in
your “story” clearly exposes your own per-
sonal bias: (emphasis added) ”Local police
officers have pulled in tens of thousands of
dollars a year standing watch at utility and
road construction projects, and show no sign
of backing off, despite a call by Governor
Deval Patrick to curb the practice.” Of course,
we have become accustomed to reading such
articles in the Globe, which are basically edi-
torials masquerading as news. In the slim hope
that you might be vaguely interested in the
interjection of a morsel of truth, may I present
the following facts, inconvenient though they
may be for you and your readers?

1.) You smarmily employ the term
“pulled in tens of thousands of dollars stand-
ing watch…”. I’m personally aware of many
Globe employees and correspondents who
“pull in tens of thousands of dollars” while
sitting behind safe, comfortable desks writ-
ing their critical little articles making fun of
police officers, but that’s a whole n’other story.
Funny though, I just completed an article for
my union’s (Boston Police Patrolmen’s As-
sociation) newspaper Pax Centurion about yet
another outstanding arrest performed by a
detail officer. The story involved Officer Jack
Rogers, who was “pulling in tens of thou-
sands of dollars standing around” the
McDonald’s restaurant at 870 Massachusetts
Ave on January 3rd, 2009 at 2:25AM perform-
ing a detail when he heard gunshots, activated
himself, and shortly thereafter confronted and
arrested two suspects in a nearby shooting,
(the victim’s leg was amputated due to the
injuries) both of whom were armed with
loaded automatic handguns and attempted to
fight with the arresting officers. (Boston po-
lice incident # 090003612) Of course, nei-
ther you nor any other of the Globe’s elitist
scribes were anywhere to be found, as you
seldom are when privately-paid detail offic-
ers make outstanding arrests, save lives, as-
sist the public, or do any other of the crap we

routinely do every day for John Q. Public. No,
always quick and easy to take a cheap pot-
shot at the cops, right Connie? Must be some-
thing they teach nowadays in journalism
school…

2.) I noticed that, for your front-page,
bold-red highlight (“$141 million in detail
earnings by police officers”), you employed
figures from the year 2003 supplied by the
alleged “private think tank” known as the Bea-
con Hill Institute via the well-known cop-
hater, Professor David Tuerck. Professor
Tuerck’s “private” BHI is actually associated
with Suffolk University. As you might be
aware, Suffolk University, and all other local
colleges, universities and hospitals, exist free
of property taxes, courtesy of Massachusetts
taxpayers who pick up the freight. It has been
estimated that the city of Boston could “pull
in” (to use your words) between $350-$400
million in yearly revenue if schools and hos-
pitals paid property taxes like cops and
firefighters and teachers do. Could you ask
the demented old coot when he plans on issu-
ing a study critical of his own parasitic uni-
versities’ tax-free bonanza? Since he’s so in-
terested in “saving the taxpayer’s money,” I’m
sure Professor Tuerck will advocate for ending
this boondoggle. But then again, maybe not…

3.) Connie, you yourself reported that the
rate for a flagman is “about $35.00 per hour”.
(Geez, I remember not too long ago when the
Globe and Herald and Professor Tuerck were
reporting that they could hire flagmen for
“$10-$12/per hour.” I guess practical reality
got in the way of fantasy, huh?) Uhmm,
maybe my math is not so good, but the stan-
dard construction detail rate for a Boston po-
lice patrolman is currently $33.00 per hour. I
think that’s like uhmmm…$2.00 less than a
flagman, Connie? And unlike a flagman, po-
lice officers don’t get extra overtime after 8
hours, don’t get a special rate on nights, week-
ends or holidays, and other costs such as in-
surance, liability, health, etc. are already cov-
ered by the city.

4.) Let’s say that some detail rates are a
few dollars more than a flagman, as some
undoubtedly are. (Each city and town negoti-

ates their own rates). What does a flagman do
if he/she for example, need a car ticketed or
towed at a worksite, or encounter enraged
motorists, an emergency, and accident or an
incident? That’s right, Connie: they call the
police. Basically, that’s all they can do. So
doesn’t it make good common sense to sim-
ply have the police there in the first place?
And if you think the local utility company or
construction outfit is somehow going to mag-
nanimously reduce their customer’s bills be-
cause of a dollar or two difference in cost be-
tween a cop and a flagman, then I’ve got a
bridge in Brooklyn to sell you.

Let’s be honest: this manufactured contro-
versy about details has everything to do with
jealousy and hatred of police officers making
an extra buck and nothing to do with “saving

Re: “Police stick with details…” article
Letter to the Boston Globe

To the editor,

The facts are the only things that affected the Auditor’s report on the lack of savings asso-
ciated with replacing police details with flaggers (DeNucci: Cop donors didn’t affect

report, 3/25/09). These are the same facts that have been apparent from the beginning to
anyone who bothered to look at the true costs. They are the same facts that were provided to
the Patrick Administration during last year’s debate. Replacing police details with flaggers
doesn’t save money, period. The only way to save money is to replace safety personnel with
inanimate objects made of concrete or orange rubber. Those who knew the facts and high-
lighted the truth throughout this debate have been proven right. The only way to save money
is to skimp on public safety. I know the Herald never lets the facts get in the way of a good
story, but it is unconscionable to insinuate that the Auditor, who was merely doing the job he
was asked to do by legislators and has done exceptionally for 22 years, would be influenced
by anything other than a search for the truth based solely on facts. Auditor Joe DeNucci is an
honorable man who is universally respected and well-regarded for his unimpeachable charac-
ter. Massachusetts is lucky to have a man of his abilities and moral fortitude as Auditor. It’s
only disappointing that he wasn’t asked to do this study before the ill-advised move that
cannot save money without removing hundreds of safety personnel from our streets. Now
everyone knows that the facts contradict the political story the Herald and others have told
and shatter the urban myth they’ve created about police details. If this was about savings, it’s
clear the policy should be re-examined based on the facts laid out in this report.

Sincerely,
Robert J. Haynes

President, Massachusetts AFL-CIO

the taxpayer’s money.”  If the Globe is really
interested in saving taxpayer monies, let’s take
a quick tour of Governor Patrick’s statehouse
and find the estimated two-thousand cronies
who’ve been added to the state bureaucracy
over the last two years, hidden behind desks
and invented titles. And send our love to Pro-
fessor Tuerck and those other “critics of the
system” you mentioned who are so concerned
about “sleep deprivation” amongst police of-
ficers. Always comforting to know that John
Q. Public is so concerned about our health;
makes us all feel better out here,
dontcha’know?

Thanks again,
James W. Carnell

Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
Area A-1 representative

Mass. AFL-CIO President Haynes
responds to “Cop donors didn’t

affect report” article

Letter to the Boston Herald
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Politicians, public ignore 10,000 lb.
tax-free elephant…
(continued from page A1)

$55 million out of a projected $131 million budget deficit. But accord-
ing to previously-published reports in the Globe, the city could realize
an estimated $350-$400 million in property tax revenue if colleges and
universities paid property taxes like average citizens.

Harvard University, sitting on a multi-billion dollar endowment fund,
pays nothing in property taxes. BC, BU, Northeastern, Beth Israel, and
other tax-free “non-profits” own an estimated 52% of Boston’s prop-
erty and continue to scoop up parcels of land, removing them from the
tax rolls. In return, they offer paltry “payments-in-lieu-of-taxes,”
(“PILOT”s) amounting to mere pennies on the dollar, while public em-
ployees pay their property taxes but bear the brunt of the public’s wrath.
(See charts associated with this article.)

So why doesn’t our political leadership vigorously pursue this po-
tential property tax bonanza, that would prevent the need for layoffs
and fill the city’s coffers?  I believe the Latin phrase is “quid-pro-quo.”
A glimpse of how the system works was recently reported by the Globe
on 3/4/09 in an article entitled “Officials’ ties to BC cloud expansion
debate”, (Page B-1). It seems that some local politicians and bureau-
crats, who had formerly been opposed to BC’s expansion plan, have
now, er… “changed their minds”. Quoting verbatim: “A key city coun-
cilor in Brighton and two members of a city-appointed task force have per-
sonal or financial connections to Boston College, even as they represent
neighborhood concerns amid BC’s controversial plans for a $1.6 billion
expansion…Councilor Mark S. Ciommo, who represents Brighton, is wait-
ing for a decision from BC officials on his application for a scholarship for
his son, who was accepted over the winter.… A member of the BC task force,
John Bruno, a former City Council aide, acknowledged …that his son…has
a full four-year scholarship from BC to cover costs of more than $50,000 a
year. Another member, Denis V. Minihane…leases space in his office build-
ing to BC for $1,250 a month. …In a closed-door meeting, the task force
recently dropped its prior opposition to the BC expansion.”

Naturally, all of the above firmly deny that these coincidental offer-
ings from BC had anything to do with their sudden change of opinion.
(“I’m shocked, shocked to find gambling in Casablanca!”) Far be it
from me to suggest that full-scholarships to BC (4-yr.-$200K?) for one’s
spalpeens, jobs at the college or hospital for one’s constituents, or other
factors would ever influence the principled positions of the “city-ap-
pointed task-force” members. Perhaps it’s just my cynical nature, but it
does seem strange that our political establishment ignores the $400-
million, 10,000 lb., tax-free elephant in the living room while pointing
fingers at the comparatively small raises negotiated by unionized cops,
teachers, clerks and public workers.

For the naïve amongst us, this is how the system works: multi-mil-
lion dollar institutions claiming “non-profit” status pay nothing in prop-
erty taxes and then send paltry PILOT payments to the city. If and when
the issue of their tax-free status arises, the offending politicians and/or
politically-appointed “community activists” are quickly bought off with
jobs, favors or scholarships, and the tax-free bonanza continues. Look
at the charts associated with this article: Northeastern University pays
0.08% – a mere $30,571 – in payments to the city in lieu of taxes.
That’s less than the cost of one student’s tuition! Wentworth Institute
of Technology pays 0.72% of what they would be paying if they were
taxed like every other resident in the city of Boston. Beth Israel Hospi-
tal pays a mere $167,000 in payments to the City, a mere 0.75% of
what they should be paying. It’s nothing short of a corrupt disgrace, but
when the issue is raised, it is quickly extinguished by the conferring of
magically-appearing scholarships, jobs and favors for those who get
appointed to these fake, phony community panels and blue-ribbon com-
mittees.

But as the Herald’s political reporter Wayne Woodlief said in his
article of Jan. 15th about this issue: “Won’t happen. They’ve [colleges,
universities, hospitals] got muscle.” Perhaps he is right. So when I see
Governor Patrick, Mayor Menino, and our political leadership publicly
and forcefully demanding that BC, Harvard and Mass General pay prop-
erty taxes just like Mary the teacher and Bob the cop currently do, then
I’ll consider a wage freeze. Until then, I’ve got bills to pay too, includ-
ing college tuitions.

And I humbly volunteer for appointment to a city task-force…. pref-
erably one dealing with Harvard or BC’s expansion. After all, my kids
needs scholarships, too....

Educational Institutions:
Tax-Exempt Property FY 2009

Medical Institutions:
Tax-Exempt Property FY 2009
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A Proud Supporter of the
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will be covered under “legal expenses,”
right?) People blame the most visible fig-
ure right in front of them, the guy who (in
addition to the actual workers from Verizon
and Trigen who opened the manholes and
set up the work zone) was making the least
money.

talk-shows or vomiting their opinions on
the pages of the local rags, use the knowl-
edge contained below to educate your
friends and neighbors about the lofty sala-
ries our critics are afforded, even as they
encourage us to accept wage freezes and
cutbacks:

Michael Widmer of the Mass. Taxpay-
ers Foundation, come on down! Widmer
rakes in $375,000 in pay, $19,000 in ben-
efits (fully paid life and health insurance)
and he was paid $2,837 for “expenses” in
2007, according to 2007 IRS filings (Her-
ald, 3-9-2009, reporter Dave Wedge).
Mikey also gets a car allowance and reim-
bursement for fuel. A frequently-quoted
critic of police details and benefits,
Widmer’s salary is paid for by business
groups and is allegedly a “non-profit”
group. (Geez, Mike…375G’s+ a car and
fully paid insurance…not a bad non-
profit…). Next time you hear this faker
quoted as a legitimate source, feel free to
puke…

Sam Tyler of the Municipal Research
Bureau, you’re next on the hit-parade!  In
2007, Sammy, of Holliston, Mass., made,
according to official state filings, $188,000
in pay and an additional $37,604 in “ben-
efits” (fully paid life and health insurance,
among other assorted fringies). Say, isn’t
that more than the Mayor or Governor? Sam
is a go-to source for the media whenever an
anti-union quote is needed. His office, co-
incidentally, is in the same office building
(333 Washington St., the Jewelers building)
as the preceding Michael Widmer’s.
They’re like neighbors, in many special
ways! Tyler’s salary is also paid by local
businesses, law firms and colleges, who
have a vested interest in keeping “the
masses” (that’s us) paid as little as possible,
so that we don’t have the money to move to
their exclusive neighborhoods.

Alan MacDonald, executive director of
Massachusetts Business Roundtable, Inc.,
earns $317,000 plus $76,000 in “benefits
and expenses”, which includes a company
car. Alan is frequently quoted being against
the prevailing wage law, which provides a
decent and standardized hourly pay for
regular working people, much to Al’s cha-
grin. In this faker’s world, only elitists like
himself should be paid lot’s of money
for….hey, Alan, what is it exactly that you
do…do???

Paul Guzzi, president of the Greater
Boston Chamber of Commerce, “earns”
$331,000 salary plus expenses, bringing
his total to $429,600. Not bad, Paul.

Meet our critics!!!
(continued from page A1)

And who’s costing the ratepayers
the most money?
(continued from page A1)

Liberal judges embolden criminals with insane ruling

SJC Gomes decision:
A clear and present danger for police

This particular photo just happened to
present the right opportunity to show the
real moneymakers who are seldom seen
outside on the streets and therefore never
engender the public’s enmity. Pay no atten-
tion to those men behind the curtain in the
white hats. No, it’s always easier to blame
the cop on a detail….

Ahhhm. Any more comments from you
about how the Mayor has tough decisions
to make and how the unions should coop-
erate in freezing wages and accepting cut-
backs? No? Good. I didn’t think so…

Richard Dimino, former head of the
Boston Parking and Transportation Depart-
ment (BTD), now makes $335,200 as head
of an organization called “A Better City,
Inc.” Their job is to supposedly encourage
people to use alternate forms of transporta-
tion. Richie originally raised the issue of
flagmen in the transportation committee.
Geez, nice gig, Richie. Good job at a good
wage. I’m sure it was earned through your
intellectual brilliance and not via political
connections….

We attempted to get salary information
about our good friend, Professor David
Tuerck of the Beacon Hill Institute. But
Dave hides his organization underneath
Suffolk University’s umbrella instead of as
a non-profit, which would make it subject
to public disclosure. Suffice it to say that
Dave has lifetime tenure and a six-figure
salary in the “dreaded private sector”. He
pontificates from his offices located at 8
Ashburton Pl. on la-de-da Beacon Hill,
where he is much sought-after by fawning
acolytes in the media for anti-police/ anti-
union sound bites. We did send a letter to
BHI requesting such information, but need-
less to say, no response was received.
Tuerck’s BHI issued an anti-Cape Wind
“study” several years ago critical of that
utility’s attempt to build environmentally-
safe windmills in Nantucket Sound, despoil-
ing the scenery for the rich and famous who
inhabit the mansions around Nantucket
Sound. Come to find out, a $100,000 “do-
nation” was received by BHI from the Egan
family foundation (founder of EMC Corp.)
who owns property on…Nantucket Sound.
What a coincidence! Tuerck’s “pay-per-
study Institute”. Pay us money, we’ll give
you the results you want! The BPPA has
repeatedly requested information on how
much a pro-police detail study might cost,
but for some reason, Prof. Tuerck always
hangs up the phone on me. That’s not po-
lite, Dave. Call me at 617-989-2772 and
we’ll tawk…

These are just a few of the fakes, frauds
and phonies who regularly criticize our pay
and benefits. When you hear them on talk
radio or read them being quoted in the pa-
pers, think: where is this person coming
from, why is he in support of this position,
and who pays his salary. You will soon have
your answer….

By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor

Arecent decision issued by the screech-
 ing liberals of the Massachusetts Su-

preme Judicial Court will have dangerous
consequences for police officers across the
State.

In the case of Commonwealth vs. Paul
Gomes (SJC 10255, April 2, 2009), Boston
police officers on routine patrol on Dec. 17th,
2005 at 4:00AM at Stuart and Tremont Sts.
in the theater district (a well-known drug-
dealing location and high-crime area) ob-
served what they knew from their training
and experi-
ences were
ongoing drug
sales. Ap-
p r o a c h i n g
the suspect,
Paul Gomes,
know to them
as an “impact
player” (fre-
quent flyer/
known crimi-
nal), the of-
ficers saw
him passing
something to
another late-night cretin, Dennis Bates, and
then attempt to conceal something in his
mouth. As is prudent for all officers con-
fronting drug dealers at 4AM, Officer Greg
Walsh conducted a pat-frisk for weapons.
As he was doing so, a plastic bag contain-
ing five rocks of crack cocaine fell from
Gomes’ pants leg. More drugs were found
on Gomes following his arrest during the
booking process.

Simple enough, huh? Good job by the
officers, removing yet another scumbag
from the streets, at least for a few minutes
until he got to court and some screwball
judge released him again, right? Ah, no…
at least not according to the black-robed
eunuchs of the Mass. SJC. You see, accord-
ing to these residents of the judicial ivory
tower, the officers violated the scumbag
Gomes’ rights by pat-frisking him for weap-
ons. According to five “justices” of the SJC
(only one, Judge Cowin, dissented), the of-
ficers violated Gomes’ rights by patting him
down because they did not have any actual
knowledge of Gomes’ past possessing of
weapons or any other facts which they could
articulate which make them think Gomes
might be armed. Therefore, the case against

Gomes was thrown out because the drugs
were considered “the fruits of a poisoned tree”.

Now, I know what you’re thinking: this
is insane, right. Of course, any experienced
police officer would naturally pat-frisk drug
dealers they encountered at 4 AM in a high-
crime area, right? You’d be stupid if you
didn’t. It is reasonable to assume that drugs
and weapons often go together. Drug deal-
ers are often armed with at least a knife,
and sometimes have guns. But not accord-
ing to the SJC: “In the circumstances here,
the degree of police intrusion was not pro-

portionate
to the articu-
lable risk to
o f f i c e r
safety and,
therefore,
was consti-
tut ionally
impermis-
sible. Be-
cause the
discovery of
the cocaine
that slid out
of the defen-
dant’s pants

leg at the scene was the direct result of an
unlawful pat-frisk, the cocaine subsequently
found on his person during a search incident
to arrest must also be suppressed under the
“fruit of the poisonous tree” doctrine.

Truly, these twisted jurists live in another
world. This arrest took place in late 2005.
Almost 3-1/2 years later, these brilliant idi-
ots, pontificating from the safety of their
exquisite, brand new offices, render a deci-
sion that the cops, at 4 AM, in a high-crime
area, confronting two drug suspects, had no
right to pat-frisk them for their own safety.
Case dismissed. Drug dealer and taxpayer-
supplied lawyer have a good laugh. Gomes
walks free. Another victory for justice and
the ACLU.

Officers will, of course, continue to pat-
frisk these worthless dirtbags, for our own
safety. We’d be crazy not to. At the end of
the tour, we’re going home in one piece,
the SJC be damned. But officers now know
that similar cases will probably be lost if
they make it to court, and the ever-present
threat of civil lawsuits might be enough to
convince officers that maybe checking sus-
picious scumbags at 4 AM might not be
worth it. Once again, the SJC is on the side

of the criminals. They win, the cops and
the law-abiding public lose. I wonder what
these judges, most of whom live in wealthy,
privileged suburbs, would do if drug deal-
ers and gang-bangers moved into their
neighborhoods? It would give me vicarious

pleasure to hear the crackle of gunfire in
Brookline, or to see a troupe of gang-
bangers set up shop on the Wellesley town
common. These demented, twisted elitist
frauds in black robes truly deserve a taste
of their own medicine.
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For more information, please visit www.statestreet.com.
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RECENT CASE SUMMARY
FACTS: Officer injured on-duty when police vehicle struck by suspect avoiding arrest.
Officer was disabled and collected IOD pay and medical bills were paid under c.41 s.111F.
Officer recovered and returned to full duty.

CASE: Officer sought free legal consultation and pursued claims against the vehicle operator
and owner – and under his personal auto policy – for lost detail and overtime pay, and
compensation for pain and suffering.

OUTCOME: Officer received gross recovery of: $8,000 in Personal Injury Protection and
$10,000 in additional medical payment benefits, $20,000 insurance policy limits for the
defendant operator and owner, and $80,000 in Underinsured Motorist benefits.

ATTORNEY: Scott Goldberg

If you have been injured you may have a case.
Attorney Goldberg provides free consultations.

The law firm only receives a fee if we recover compensation for you.
And we give police officers a 10% discount off our general public legal fees.

Contact Attorney Scott Goldberg at 617-227-1888 or scott@goldberglawfirm.net.

THE LAW FIRM OF SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, P.C.
Assisting and Representing Police Officers Since 1990

SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, ESQ.
FANEUIL HALL

4 SOUTH MARKETPLACE
BOSTON, MA 02109

617-227-1888       www.goldberglawfirm.net       800-349-1888

Annual Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
Recognition Banquet
Honoring BPPA Retirees and
BPPA Award Recipients
Friday, June 19th, 2009
Cocktail Hour 6:00 – 7:00PM – Plaza Lobby
$70.00 per person
Seaport Hotel, 200 Seaport Boulevard, Boston
Plaza Ballroom
Contact your BPPA Representative or call the BPPA for more information.
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RETIREMENTINVESTMENTSINSURANCE

Working for the community. Supporting a wide range of local and regional educational, 
cultural and charitable programs. And, ensuring that those most in need will always 
have a dream, and a promise, for the future.

It ’s simply part of who we are. 
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Recently, I was given thirteen Boston Police badges that were worn
by retired officers and placed in a clear acrylic. Somehow these

badges were forgotten and never presented to the officers upon their
retirement or to their families when they died. The following is a list
of the officers, their dates of service and their badge number. I would
like to return these badges to the officers or their immediate family
members. Under no circumstance will any of these badges be released to non-family
members if the officer is deceased.

UPDATE – As of March 29th only two badges have been returned to their owners.
I have not heard back from the O’Brien family and hope they see this and re-contact
me. If you know anyone on the list below please contact PO Michael Kane, District
18, Last halfs, Squad 5.

PO Michael S. Flemmi, Date of service - 02/14/68 to 07/31/00, badge #1275
(Returned to Son)

Det. William G. Hartford, Date of service- 12/30/70 to 06/30/03, #569
(Returned to Det. Hartford with the assistance of Det. Bill Dunn)

PO Steven W. MacFarland, Date of service-06/27/79 to 04/23/82, #2192
PO William P. McDermott, Date of service-09/25/46 to 04/30/78, #1168
PO John D. MacDonald, Date of service-12/20/44 to 05/19/77, #1658

PO Henry Nelson, Jr., Date of service-10/21/63 to 11/19/84 (Deceased) #1658
PO John O’Brien, Date of service-12/18/46 to 06/30/77, #9

(Contact Made With Family Members)
PO Joseph A. Patrice, Date of service-10/30/57 to 11/16/78, #2503

PO Joseph W. Rozario, Date of service-09/27/61 to 11/30/81, #2680
PO Joseph A. Rydings, Date of service-10/24/56 to 05/01/81, #819

Sgt. Victor Smith, Date of service-12/13/50 to 05/31/85, #417
PO Juan R. Torres, Date of service-11/27/89 to 02/17/05, #2326

– PO Michael Kane, District 18

281 Neponset Ave.
Dorchester

617-265-2665

Spring Sign-up
Half Days • Full Days

Secure Play Area
4,000 sq. ft.

3 Classrooms

Classes start at $18/day
2 yrs. 8 mo to 6 yrs.

Massachusetts Early Education License #291031 • Daughter of BPPA Retiree

Neponset Preschool

Legal Notes: Kenneth H. Anderson, Esq.
Byrne & Drechsler, L.L.P., Counsel to Members of the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

Ask questions first, and then shoot second
Having been butting heads with the Bos-

ton Police Department brass for almost
eleven years now, I have seen dozens of
cases where an officer does something that
is justified under the Rules and Regulations,
although the officer still get disciplined for
exercising “bad judgment.” Judgment, as
you know, is often something upon which
reasonable minds can differ. One of the defi-
nitions of “judgment” in my Webster’s dic-
tionary is “the process of forming an opin-
ion or evaluation by discerning and com-
paring.” It is easy to play Monday morning
quarterback and to criticize decisions made
by others in the heat of battle, yet at the same
time criticizing others when we ourselves
enjoy the reflection of hindsight can also
be unfair. When someone has the opportu-
nity to reflect before making their initial
decision, it is easier to criticize a poorly
thoughtout decision. As you have all been
trained, you should assess a situation be-
fore taking action. Ask questions before you
shoot. Not the other way around. Unfortu-
nately, this mantra is often not followed by
the Police Department.

As set forth in a recent letter I sent to
the Police Department Legal staff, the De-
partment on this occasion shot from the
hip without discerning if it was lawful or
correct to shoot. My guess, however, is
that unlike the cases where patrol offic-
ers get disciplined for “unreasonable

judgment,” no one will be disciplined in
this case.

To set the scene: an officer with a with a
very sick relative was complained against
by his Captain for using excessive sick time.
There was no investigation and the officer
was never allowed to present his side of the
story. His Captain, however, or someone in
a position of authority, took it upon them-
selves to unilaterally tell the payroll unit to
start deducting money from this officer’s
paycheck. This happened before Internal
Affairs began to look into the allegation of
using excessive sick time. Had whoever
made this decision to dock the officer’s pay
decided to check to see if this was lawful,
they would have learned that not only was
it illegal, it was also criminal. Most trou-
bling was that once the officer’s pay began
getting docked, I could not get a straight
answer out of anyone from the Department
about how to stop it for almost a month. To
their credit, when the Department’s legal
staff was advised of this issue, they promptly
rectified the situation and refunded the
money that had been wrongfully taken from
the officer’s check. Unfortunately, before
the act of docking pay had started, no one
checked to see if it was legal. Below is my
April 3, 2009 letter to the Boston Police
Department Legal Advisor’s Office, with
the names redacted to protect the innocent:

“This correspondence is to follow up on

our phone conversations of this date regard-
ing the Department’s efforts to dock the pay
of Officer [name omitted]. As you are now
aware, on February 12, 2009, a letter was
sent to Officer [name omitted] that the Pay-
roll Unit had been advised to dock Officer
[name omitted] for 21 sick days he had used,
with a total amount of $6,107.43. This let-
ter, signed by Principal Accountant [name
omitted] of the Payroll Unit indicated the
Department would start deducting $100 per
week from Officer [name omitted] checks.
It is my understanding that the first deduc-
tion from Officer [name omitted] check was
on March 13, 2009. I know this has been
consistent, and I assume that the money was
again docked from his check on April 3,
2009, making a total of $400 that has been
removed from his check. (I did not attempt
to confirm today’s check with Officer [name
omitted] as today is the date of a family fu-
neral.) Pursuant to our discussion, you are
having payroll stop these deductions from
his checks starting next week.

As we discussed, it is my view that not
only was the docking of Officer [name
omitted] pay illegal under G.L. c. 199, §148,
it was also a criminal act under G.L. c. 149,
§27C punishable by a fine of not more than
$25,000 or imprisonment for not more than
one year. Moreover, under G.L. c. 149,
§115, Officer [name omitted] is entitled to
treble damages as well as attorney’s fees.

The most troubling thing about this cava-
lier act from my perspective was that I could
not get a straight answer from anybody at
Headquarters about how to stop the dock-
ing of Officer [name omitted] pay. I want
to thank you for your prompt inquiry into
this matter and for reinstating his regular
paycheck as of next week. I now ask that
Officer [name omitted] be promptly reim-
bursed for the $400 which was wrongly
taken from him by this seemingly illegal
unilateral action.

Thank you again for your prompt coop-
eration.”

As I stated above, I want to commend
the Department attorneys for quickly recti-
fying the situation, although as noted in my
letter, for almost four weeks I could not get
a straight answer out of Headquarters about
how to stop this clearly illegal act. This de-
cision by the Department to cross a clearly
uncrossable line was not something done
in the heat of battle and was not a split-sec-
ond decision: it was done deliberately and
without checking the law. As the Roman
poet Horace wrote over 2000 years ago
“Force, if unassisted by judgment, collapses
through its own mass.” My advice to you is
to look before you leap and to ascertain the
situation before taking action. Unfortu-
nately, your employer sometimes may not
do the same.

Stay safe and keep your left hand high.

Attempting to Return
Retired Police Badges

to their Rightful Owners
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Situated in the heart of downtown 

Boston, One Franklin brings together 

more than 500,000 square feet of 

exceptional office space with stylish 

shops, luxury residences, an elegant 

hotel and health club—all within one 

new address.

Gale International and Vornado Realty 

Trust, developers of One Franklin, are 

proud to support both the revitalization 

of Boston’s downtown and the Boston 

Patrolmen’s Association’s Scholarship 

fund.

A NE W DO W N T O W N

BO S T O N LA N D M A R K
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BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s
Division Offers

Members of the Retirement Divi-
sion are entitled to enroll in the

Dental Plan, sponsored by the BPPA.
Open enrollment for the Dental Plan is
in April. You are also entitled to passes
that the BPPA has to the Children’s Mu-
seum, Aquarium, Museum of Science
and the Franklin Park Zoo (available
upon request). To be placed on the mail-
ing list for the Pax Centurion, please con-
tact the Union. Also you can receive re-
tirement and health updates from our
Legislative Aide James Barry.

Asset Protection Strategy for the Pensioner

BPPA RETIRED PATROLMEN’S DIVISION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: ___________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________

City, State, Zip Code: _________________________________________

Home Telephone #: _____________ Cell Phone #: ________________

Date of Appointment: _________ Date of Retirement: ___________

Email: ______________________________________________________

Office Use Only

Date changes entered:  __________________

Entered by: ___________________________

Please mail this application and $24.00 first year’s dues to the:
BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division

9-11 Shetland Street, Boston, MA 02119

The Retired Boston Police Patrolmen’s Division of the BPPA is
holding a  “Retirees South Shore Recruitment Meeting” at our

monthly meeting of May 7th, 2009 beginning at 1 pm. The
meeting and drive will be held for all Retired Patrolmen and

Patrolwomen members and those who wish to join at the
Braintree Elks, 205 Elm Street, Braintree, MA.º

Social Security Update

By Attorney Richard L. Rubino

Asset protection strategies are not one-
size fits all. Depending on what you

have, your age, health and marital status,
there are different strategies available. I’ve
been invited to write about how to protect
assets and this article will focus on protect-
ing a pension.

At one time, American workers stayed
at the same company all their lives. When
they retired, many of them received a pen-
sion. Those days are gone for most people.
These days, pensions are given to select
groups such as retired teachers, state work-
ers, and policeman to name a few.

The pension that you receive is very valu-
able. When we put together a retirement
study, we establish ways for a retiree to get
income. There is an old adage in retirement
planning and it is called The Three-Legged
Stool.

The Three-Legged
Stool

When planning for income, we take
into account age, health, spending

rate, longevity, inflation and current inter-
est yields. We put all the information to-
gether and create a strategy. In the old days,
we could rely on the Three-Legged Stool
concept. Money would come from three
different sources: 1) Social Security, 2) Pen-
sion and 3) Savings.

These days, for most people one of the legs
is missing – the pension. As a retired police
officer, you are fortunate to still have your pen-

sion. The value of a pension is enormous.
In retirement planning, there is some-

thing called a “withdrawal rate.” A with-
drawal rate is what percentage you can take
out of money and have that money last the
rest of your life. An acceptable withdrawal
rate is 4% per year.

For example, let’s say you have
$1,000,000 and use a withdrawal rate of 4%.
That would mean you can take out $40,000
per year (increased with inflation) and never
run out of money. A pension of $40,000 per
year is the equivalent of having $1,000,000
to draw on.

As you can see, the value of your pen-
sion is enormous, especially when you take
into account survivor benefits. Many of our
clients who had pension choices decided to
have a surviving spouse continuation pen-
sion. This gives even greater value to the
worth of that payout because it will come
out over two people’s lives. With people liv-
ing longer, the total value can exceed the
4% withdrawal rate comparison described
above.

So, What’s the
Problem?

The problem is a pension can be lost if
the pensioner goes into a nursing home.

Most have read that nursing home costs can
be as high as $100,000 a year. If you are
getting a pension of $50,000 per year, and
you go into a nursing home, your pension
goes with you, with some exceptions.

For example, John is 72 years old and
receives a pension of approximately
$50,000 per year. His wife, Jane, is also 72
and she receives a smaller pension and so-
cial security of approximately $24,000 per
year. They have a residence worth about
$450,000 and a cottage in New Hampshire
worth $200,000. They have three children
and six grandchildren.

They live comfortably on their total in-
come. Both pensions have survivor options
so that if John predeceases Jane, she will
get a portion of his pension for the rest of
her life. If Jane predeceases John, he will
get only her social security and, of course,
he will continue to receive his own pension.
They also have about $500,000 in joint bank
accounts and Jane has a small IRA. Their
problem is not outliving their money. Their
problem arises if one of them has to go into
a nursing home.

If John went into nursing home, and the
cost of care is $100,000 per year, his pen-
sion goes with him. He has a nursing home
bill of $100,000 and his income (pension)
of $50,000. He has to pay his bill. So, he
gives his $50,000 to the nursing home and
the other $50,000 comes out of their joint
savings account to pay for his care. Jane
can keep all of her income (pension and
social security) and $109,000 in liquid as-
sets. There are monthly maintenance needs
allowances that might let Jane keep part of
John’s pension, but most of John’s pension
goes with him to pay for the nursing home.
If John passes away after five years, they
would have spent $250,000 of their
$500,000 on John’s care and Jane would
probably have to spend some of her sav-
ings to live on. After John’s death, Jane will
then receive the survivor benefit of the pen-
sion.

For Medicaid purposes, if you have a bill
and you have enough income to pay the bill,
then you have to pay the bill. So in this case,
the pension is not protected.

The Solution

Because both John and Jane are currently
healthy and they live primarily on their

pensions, they could transfer $400,000 of
their bank money into a specially designed
trust, or bullet proof box, for Jane’s benefit.
The trust will protect those funds, for Jane,
if John had to go into a nursing home.

(The strategy for protecting the assets in
the trust would be different depending if
John went into a nursing home now or after
a five year period, because of the 5 year look
back rules).

The asset protection trust, or bullet proof

box, would allow Jane to turn the funds into
income for her alone. So, if John went into
a nursing home, they would not be able to
take Jane’s income to pay John’s bill.

Sound simple? Well, not yet. You have
to pick a trustee you trust. Your son, daugh-
ter, or both, can act as trustees.

There are a lot of moving parts to this
strategy so make sure you explore it with
someone who has done this before.

Conclusion

Pensions are great vehicles to provide
income for the rest of your life. But

pensions follow you to a nursing home. The
whole pension may be required to pay the
bill, leaving your spouse without enough
income to live on. The solution is a spe-
cially designed Income Only Trust, or bul-
let proof box, for the benefit of the spouse.

In retirement planning and asset protec-
tion, one size does not fit all.

And remember those Two Rules! Rule
#1 – Just don’t lose the money. Rule #2 –
Don’t forget Rule #1.

For our free monthly newsletter, please
contact us at 617-630-8787 or on the web
at www.justdontlosethemoney.com.

Protecting Your Wealth Radio is heard
on Sundays on WRKO from 9 to10 am and
WBZ from 5 to 6 pm.

Rubino & Liang’s offices are located at
189 Wells Avenue, Newton, MA 02459. We
offer a free one-hour consultation. Call us
today!

Social Security has announced the increase for 2009 in the maximum amount of earnings
subject to the Social Security tax. The Social Security wage was base will be $106,800, up

from $102,000 in 2008. Beginning January 1, 2009, employers should withhold Social Security
taxes (6.2 percent) from employees’ wages up to $106,800 and withhold the Medicare tax (1.45
percent) on all wages. Employers must match the tax payments withheld from employees’ wages.

In 2009, employees will earn one Social Security credit for each $1,090 in earnings, up to a
maximum of four credits for the year. And the full retirement age for people born in 1943 is now
66. However, when employees reach full retirement age, they can work and receive unreduced
Social Security retirement benefits. Social Security also announced that benefit amounts will
increase in 2009 by 5.8 percent.

If your employees are less than full retirement age when they begin to receive benefits, they
can earn more in 2009 without their benefits being reduces as follows:

1. Social Security beneficiaries who haven’t reached full retirement age can earn $14,160
before their benefits are reduced. For every $2 a person earns over $14,160 before the year
of his or her full retirement age, $1 is withheld from benefits.

2. In the year employees reach full retirement age, $1 in withheld in benefits is deducted for
each $3 they earn above $37,680 until the month the employees reach full retirement age.

3. Benefits are not reduced when employees are full retirement age or older, no matter how
much they earn. Employees receiving Social Security disability benefits must report all
wages, no matter how little they earn.

Learn More Online at www.socialsecurity.gov or www.esplanner.com

Retired Patrolmen’s
Division News

Directors of the
Retired

Patrolmen’s
Division of the

BPPA:
John Murphy
David Mackin
Joe Vannelli
Joe O’Malley
Billy Flippin
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Last fall, Julian Munnich, Director of
Administration for the Massachusetts

Office of International Trade and Invest-
ments, walked to his office at 50 Park Plaza
and observed a weathered and vandalized
memorial plaque of Patrolman Francis B.
Johnson who was killed in the line of duty
on March 17, 1969. The plaque was proudly
fastened to a wall at the corner of Stuart
and Tremont Street for 40 years.

Mr. Munnich stated, “As I read the
plaque, I recalled the event. I was ten years
old living in western Massachusetts and I
remembered the news reports on the televi-
sion about Officer Johnson getting shot and
killed while on duty. I really felt bad for the
officer and his family. Officer Johnson was
dedicated to his job and to the citizens of
Boston and it cost him his life. It’s what
you officers do.”

Mr. Munnich had respect for Patrolman
Johnson and admired his dedication that
cost him his life. He went to his office and
started asking questions about the plaque
because he was concerned about the condi-
tion of this memorial. He contacted build-
ing management and inquired about who is

Rededication of Patrolman Francis B. Johnson’s memorial plaque
responsible for the plaque? Mr. Munnich
spoke with Mr. Bill Johnson (no relation-
ship) of building management and he and
his crew respectfully removed the plaque
and he called the Boston Police Patrolman’s
Association and spoke with Treasurer Tho-
mas Pratt, about the condition of the
plaque.

Officer Pratt was very eager to get the
plaque back to the union hall and it became
his personal project to get the plaque refur-
bished and replaced. Officer Pratt contacted
Davis Monuments in Roslindale, MA, and
spoke with John Tigges, President and
owner of Davis Monuments. Davis Monu-
ments have been in Roslindale for over a
hundred years and they have earned the re-
spect near and far, and they had the exper-
tise in monuments and in repairs.

Mr. Tigges stated the condition of the
plaque was faded, the bronze lost its luster,
and the police badge that was on it was dis-
gracefully removed by vandals. Mr. Tigges
had to design the mold of the BPPA em-
blem that would replace the police badge
and he worked the color scheme into the
mold. “A lot of work went into the plaque.

It’s easier to make a new
plaque than to refurbish
one.” The plaque was
shipped to Sheidow Bronze
in Pittsburgh, PA. The faded
paint was removed and the
bronze rebuffed to its origi-
nal shine. New advanced
paint was applied and the
BPPA emblem was fused
into the plaque. It took over
a month for the plaque to be
rehabbed.

Patrolman Francis B.
Johnson’s plaque will be
placed one foot higher in its
original spot on the transpor-
tation building wall at the
corner of Stuart and
Tremont Street yards from
the Tam where the horrible incident took place.

Thank you, Mr. Munnich, for caring
about Officer Johnson and his plaque.
Thank you, Mr. Tigges, of Davis Monu-
ments for the wonderful looking refurbished
plaque. Thank you, Treasurer Thomas Pratt,
for taking the lead in getting our fallen

brother’s plaque repaired. The rededication
of Patrolman Johnson’s plaque will be an-
nounced in the near future. Officer Pratt
states if any officer observes a plaque of one
of our fallen officers in need of repair please
contact him.

– Ray Melo

By Bill Cloran, M.O.P.

Pain is felt as brother officers are
felled by violence. City of Boston

Police officers joined by officers from
Brookline, Newton and Cambridge pre-
pared for their trip to Oakland, Califor-
nia. Rather than packing their bathing
suits, beach balls and towels, each of-
ficer packed his white gloves, black
mourning bands and crisp uniforms.
They stepped onto Jet Blue on March
25, 2009, a trip that they wished that they
did not have to take. Each officer paid
for their own expenses, including flights,
hotel and food. There were hundreds of
other Boston Officers that wished to be
on that flight – but could not.

Some of the Boston Police Officers
trained with Oakland officers in a SWAT
competition. Urban Shield, for the last
two years. The Massachusetts contingent
made an impressive presentation. We all

Brothers reach across the country
should be proud of their
appearance, actions
and dedication to their
fallen brothers. For
these officers not only
represent them, but rep-
resented all law en-
forcement officers in
Massachusetts. Oak-
land PD and the fami-
lies of the deceased
were appreciative of
the honor and respect
extended to their fallen
heroes.

The Oakland Police
Department hosted a
reception at their Fra-
ternal Order Hall and their version of the
police post, the “Warehouse.” Officers from
around the world were in attendance, indi-
cating loyalty to the badge.

The City of Boston contingent trip de-
tails were organized and implemented by
Deputy Superintendent Kelley McCor-
mick. A special thanks to the Deputy for
his dedicated assistance to our group. Sadly,
Officers of the Boston Police Department

are preparing for their presence at an-
other tragedy in Pittsburgh, PA. The Thin
Blue Line is getting thinner. With the
falling of our brothers, others step for-
ward to take their place.

That is professionalism at its best.
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They Served With
Dignity and Honor

We Shall Not Forget Them

We apologize for any errors or omissions.

Police Officer
William Plummer

January 25, 2009

Police Sergeant
Timothy D. Kelley

February 2, 2009

Police Officer
John Santino
February 21, 2009

Police Officer
Thomas E. Wythe, Jr.

February 22, 2009

Police Officer
Stephen L. Myers

February 16, 2009

Police Sergeant
Francis P. Sullivan

March 20, 2009

Police Officer
Frank A. Vellante

April 4, 2009

Police Sergeant
James F. O’Connor

March 17, 2009
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Best wishes on the

Scholarship Fund

for the families of

Boston Police Patrolmen’s

Families from

Heath Properties
XV Beacon Hotel

Mooo Restaurant

Mistral Restaurant

Sorellina Restaurant

Teatro Restaurant

Heath Properties
74 Clarendon Street, Suite A • Boston, MA 02116
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Pembroke Country Club
Thursday, May 28th, 2009

Starting @ 7:30 AM
If you are planning to participate at this year’s
tournament, please respond by May 1st, 2009.
Payment in full for your team must accompany
this form and be received by May 1st, 2009 to hold
your team spot. Team applications will not be
accepted and will be returned without payment in
full for all team members. Payment will not be
accepted at the course.

Mail entry and checks to: BPPA
9-11 Shetland Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
Attn: Ann
Golf Tournament

Any additional proceeds will benefit the BPPA Scholarship Fund.
4 Players per team – $125.00 per player

Team Captain _______________________________________________________

Dept./Area/Unit ____________________Telephone # ____________________

Group Address _____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Players: Shirt/Jacket Size:

(1 – Captain) _____________________________________ ______________

(2) ______________________________________________ ______________

(3) ______________________________________________ ______________

(4) ______________________________________________ ______________

Function to follow at the Beachcomber, Wollaston Beach, Quincy, MA

2009 BPPA ANNUAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT

The most smartest Administration ever?!?
By Patrick Carnell,

Canisius College, Buffalo, NY

We are often told by our superiors in the media that
the braintrust of the Obama administration will

change the world for the better. They will heal the world!
Peace for a thousand years! Hugs and kisses to America
forever! Of course, in less than three months, it is our allies
and friendly nations who have been mau-maued and
shunned, and our enemies who have received groveling
apologies and pleas. Let’s take a brief look at the “most
brilliant administration ever’s” foreign policy thus far (not
including his snubs of Canada, Israel, and Georgia):

Mexico: Hillary Clinton visits the shrine of Our Lady
of Guadalupe and proceeds to ask the monsignor of the
cathedral who painted the allegedly divinely imprinted
image of the Virgin Mary on the famous tilma.

Ireland: Irish Prime Minister Brian Cowen accidently
begins reading Obama’s speech off of his prized
teleprompter. Obama laughs without an apology.

Brazil: Barack Obama misspells the Brazilian’s
president’s name. What convoluted, highly foreign name
would this be? Silva.

Austria: Obama stated he was unsure of how to speak
in “Austrian”; Austrians speak German.

France: Obama sends a message declaring his com-
mitment to working with French president Jacques Chirac
for world peace; Chirac has not been president for two years.
In addition, when largely pro-American president Nicho-
las Sarkozy invited Obama to the American cemetery at
Omaha Beach, he declined, with staffers claiming that he
didn’t want to offend the German chancellor on his visit to
that country.

Denmark: In order to get Turkey to approve of Danish
Prime Minister Anders Fogh Rasmussen becoming the
next head of NATO, Obama encouraged the PM to apolo-
gize to the entire Islamic world for defending the freedom
of speech of the cartoonists whose works prompted the
Cartoon Riots of 2006.

Poland and the Czech Republic: The administration
is threatening to dismantle the missile defense system in
those countries, leaving them vulnerable to the missiles

Russia moves closer and closer to their borders.
Afghanistan: Hillary Clinton extends hand to “nego-

tiate” with the Taliban; Taliban almost immediately mocks
the offer and promises more attacks. Chief of Homeland
Security Napolitano explains that terrorism will now be
called “man-caused disasters,” and anti-terror operations
will be called “Overseas Contingency Operations.” The
phrases “War on Terror” and “enemy combatant” will no
longer be used, period.

Iran: Obama sends a heartfelt YouTube video to the
people of Iran; Iranian government mocks him, instigates
traditional “Death to America” rallies, and demands that
he apologize to their nation, stating that they expect “deep
and fundamental change” from him. I guess working on
the enemy’s terms is what happens when you state that
you will negotiate with them “without preconditions.”

Russia: Hillary Clinton presents Russian President
Medvedev with a red button that was intended to be la-
beled “Reset,” to signify the desire to improve relations
between the US and Russia. Apparently no one in the
Obama staff checked if a single Russian word was cor-
rect, as the button was instead labeled “Overcharge.” In
addition, mere hours after Obama’s election, Russia moved
short-ranged missiles to Poland’s borders, stating that they
look forward to working with the president, hoping that he
will make “conciliatory gestures” (synonym: appeasing
gestures) in response.

China: One, two, three, four, I declare a trade war. In
addition to the Chinese navy harassing our own ships in
the South China Sea, and doing nothing about it, Obama
declared trade restrictions with those countries that do not
intend to spend massive amounts of money to cut CO2
emissions.

North Korea: How do you solve a major crisis, and
appear strong on national security? Pretend that crises you
can’t easily solve aren’t crises at all! After all, only South
Korea, Japan, and Alaska have anything to worry about at
this point.

Britain: Returns a bust of Winston Churchill given as a
gift to the White House. Gives British Prime Minister Gor-
don Brown, who is blind in his left eye, a set of 25 “classic

American movie” DVDs that do not work in Britain, and
gives his two sons toy helicopters from the White House
gift shop; Brown had given Obama a pen holder carved
from wood from an anti-slave ship, while his wife gave the
Obama girls toys, necklaces, and dresses from the trendi-
est London shops, as well as rare British children’s books.
Does not set out any British flags during the visit. Later
claims he was “too tired” to give a proper visit, while a
staffer disparages Britain being no different than any other
country. Gives Queen Elizabeth a songbook and an iPod
containing videos of her most recent visit to the United
States, which I’m sure she has not access to elsewhere, and
several of Obama’s own speeches (since apparently he
himself is enough of a gift to the world). Breaks protocol,
along with wife Michelle, by not bowing before the Queen,
and directly touching her (though the king of Saudi Arabia
is apparently deserving of a deep prostrate before His
Majestry of the Gender Apartheid Kingdom.) Calls off
meeting with a former IRA leader on St. Patrick’s Day, as
the “Real IRA” calls for more attacks in Northern Ireland.
Inexplicably, the British media has taken a decidedly hos-
tile stance toward the Anointed One.

Our President bowing before the King of
Saudi Arabia.
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By Patrick Carnell,
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S ince 9/11, the Islamic concept of
“Sharia Law” has been a frequently

discussed topic regarding the supposed in-
compatibility of Islam with modern democ-
racy. On one side, it is argued that Sharia is
similar to the Constitution, in being the ab-
solute law of the land and keeper of order.
On the other side, it is decried as inherently
anti-democratic, reducing women and non-
Muslims to second-class citizens and for-
bidding what most people regard as natural
freedoms and rights. The reality of Sharia
Law, however, is far, far more complex than
what its supporters and opponents reduce it
to:

Sharia in antiquity differs greatly from
its modern incarnation, and actually intro-
duced and practiced many modern legal tra-
ditions, including lawsuits, drug prohibition
laws (as well as medicinal marijuana ex-
emptions), welfare and pensions, laws
against legal discrimination by race, class,
or religion (at the time), equality before the
law and presumption of innocence, and free-
dom of speech (not including blasphemy).

Slavery, however, was a commonly ac-
cepted aspect of life, and continues to be
practiced, and justified, by Islamic govern-
ments in Sudan and Mauritania.

Until the 19th century, women in the Is-
lamic world tended to enjoy more rights
than their Western peers, though anyone

with eyes can see this is not the case today,
in stark contrast to the older form of Sharia.
In countries like Saudi Arabia, Iran, and
other religiously-based governments, a
raped woman must have at least four male
Muslims speak on her behalf, or else she
will be charged with adultery, and punished
with a minimum of forty lashings, or a maxi-
mum of death by stoning. It is also legal for
a husband or father to beat a woman if he
feels she is becoming too disobedient or
independent, to restore “harmony” in the
family or marriage.

In addition, honor killings, though not
officially condoned in Sharia, are generally
regarded as acceptable. If a woman is re-
garded as having shamed her family by
adultery, being raped, dressing “indecently,”
speaking to a non-Muslim male, being too
headstrong, or any number of other reasons,
male family members may kill her to “re-
store” family honor. In countries like Saudi
Arabia, this is rarely, if ever, punished.

Homosexuality is an offense that is also
seen as deserving of honor killings, and can
result in capital punishment in states like
our gallant ally Saudi Arabia, Iran, Soma-
lia (what limited power the government has
there), Sudan, Afghanistan, and Mauritania;
simple as that. Gay Palestinians are fre-
quently forced to flee to Israel, the only
country that will tolerate them, rather than
continue to face the constant threat of tor-
ture, honor killings, and forced, “honor-re-

storing” suicide bombings.
The most controversial and feared facet

of contemporary Sharia tends to be the sta-
tus of “dhimmi,” or non-Muslims. In antiq-
uity, dhimmis were non-Muslims registered
to live in Islamic lands, paying a “jizya”
tax to freely worship. Although they had
less rights than Muslims, registered
dhimmis still had more freedoms than other
non-Muslim religious citizens. Modern
dhimmi views, however, lean toward the
Islamic supremacist ideology. The Ayatol-
lah Khomeini, for example, not only be-
lieved that non-Muslims should have to pay
a tax to live in Muslim lands, but should
also be forbidden from having any legal
jurisdiction over Muslims (one of his ma-
jor grievances against the Shah of Iran).
Radical preachers in Egypt, Pakistan, and
the Palestinian territories go even further,
arguing that non-Muslims should have no
rights at all in Islamic lands, as their reli-
gions are wrong and Allah would never ac-
cept them. Therefore, apostasy is punish-
able by death, and forced conversions and
outright murders of non-Muslims by Mus-
lims are not only excusable, but even en-
couraged in the most radical Islamic coun-
tries. A traditional Islamic saying, attribut-
able to Mohammed himself, is, “Infidels are
one nation.” To those Muslims who take this
to heart, the world is divided in two: Dar
ul-Islam, or the House of Peace, and Dar
ul-Harb, the House of War, or Kuffir (a slur

referring to unbelievers), emphasizing the
ambition to dominate the non-Islamic world
and make them part of Dar ul-Islam.

These points barely scratch the surface
of what Sharia Law is, past and present, but
are generally considered the most contro-
versial attributes of it today. Democratic
institutions such as the European Court for
Human Rights and the secular Turkish Con-
stitutional Court have declared that Sharia
Law is fully incompatible with democratic
values, while the international Organization
of the Islamic Conference claims the oppo-
site view, stating that all human rights are
derived from Islamic law. It is difficult to
profess a belief in democracy while simul-
taneously adhering strictly to Sharia, and
yet many, predominantly on the left, are
convinced that this is possible, and there is
no cognitive dissonance in holding this po-
sition. Although Sharia Law for the most
part is practiced on an individual level in
the Islamic world, and mostly consists of
adherence to minor things like restrictions
on gambling and a strict dress code, in coun-
tries where federal and local governments
encourage extremism themselves, such as
Saudi Arabia, Iran, northern Pakistan, and
the state of Aceh in Indonesia, Sharia is
enforced in the extreme, resulting in some
of the most atrocious human rights viola-
tions in the world, and opposing, rather than
ignoring or tolerating it, should be our de-
fault position.

What is Sharia Law?
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By James Barry, BPPA Legislative Agent

Business confidence
at a low point

Associated Industries of Massachusetts announced that num-
bers remain “very weak.” This according to Raymond Torto,

chair of Associated Industries of Mass. Board of Economic Advi-
sors. Torto said “some positive things” in the survey included em-
ployers who are “a bit more confident” in their own firms‚ situa-
tion, which points to declining uncertainty, and they were more
hopeful that business conditions will improve over the next six
months.

State tax collections continue to
slide downward…Patrick’s
Secretary of A& F says
“We have few options”

As state tax collections continue to slide downward, Patrick
administration officials are eyeing further revenue estimate

revisions. The Secretary of Administration and Finance Leslie
Kirwan declined to rule out another draw from the state’s rainy
day fund. All this despite two rounds of service and personnel cuts
plus revenue increases. According to the state, the rainy day fund
began the year at $2.1 billion and is projected to finish the year at
$1.3 billion, unless it is drawn upon further. Tax collections in March
tumbled by more than 16 percent from a year ago, deepening the
state’s large and ongoing budget problems. Total receipts for the
month were down $309 million. Nine months into this fiscal year
and tax collections are down almost $1 billion from the same pe-
riod for fiscal 2008.

Proposed Pension Reforms
Prompt A Look At 1973 SJC Opinion

Changing pension rules on current state workers appears to be
illegal, is the opinion of Rep. Robert Spellane, co-chair of

the Public Service Committee. This maybe putting him at odds
with the Senate, which passed a bill tightening rules for thousands
of workers currently employed by the state. “Everyone seems to
agree from a legal perspective that a contractual obligation begins
the day an employee makes a contribution into the retirement sys-
tem,” “For us to pass legislation that’s inconsistent with that is irre-
sponsible.” Spellane declined to specifically address the Senate bill
but said the House was poised to introduce legislation only affect-
ing future employees.

Overall pension reform has not yet made any significant progress,
but is fully expected to move during this session.

HEARD ON
THE HILL

HEARD ON
THE HILL

By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor

State Auditor Joseph DeNucci
recently released his indepen-

dent analysis of cost-benefit factors
related to the controversy over po-
lice details versus flagmen. The ex-
tensive, 66-page long report clearly
shows that, particularly in Boston,
replacing police officers with flag-
men would result in actual cost
increases estimated at up to $6.56
per hour.

But because the report flew in
the face of the false promises put
forth by the anti-police lobby lo-
cated in the editorial board rooms
at the Globe and the Herald, the
report was either completely ig-
nored or twisted into a personal at-
tack upon Auditor DeNucci. The
Globe completely ignored the re-
port, failing to make mention of it
in even so much as a “News Brief.”
Calls and messages to the Globe’s
reader complaint hotline and city
desk made by the Pax Editor were,
as expected, not returned or greeted
with bored alacrity by a dimwitted
journalism school intern from New
York or New Jersey. The Herald,
on the other hand, turned the report
into an ad hominem attack on Au-
ditor DeNucci himself, connecting
past political donations to the Au-
ditor from some police unions as
“proof” of nefarious intent. (For

Auditor DeNucci issues police
detail / cost analysis report

…but major media ignores, twists findings.
Guess why?...

information sake, the BPPA is
limited to a lousy $500. per year
to any individual political cam-
paign, an amount highly unlikely
to sway anyone’s opinion when
compared with the thousands of
dollars that private companies can
“donate” through each employee
to a campaign. Naturally, dona-
tions made by construction firms
and flagman companies to Gov-
ernor Patrick and other anti-police
politicians were conveniently ig-
nored by the Herald’s biased re-
porter.)

The auditor’s report was ex-
tensive and well-researched,
comparing and contrasting costs
in various construction zones
around the state. The report ad-
dressed an issue which has been
conveniently and intentionally
ignored by flagman advocates:
that of the additional costs asso-
ciated with hiring flaggers which
are not germane to the use of po-
lice officers, such as health insur-
ance, liability, overtime, double-
time and other costs which are

(continued on page B3)

State Auditor Joe DeNucci

One Honest Joe (DeNucci)
By James Barry,

BPPA Legislative Agent

Joe DeNucci completed an audit on the pro-
posed savings with regard to replacing police

details with civilian flaggers (ZERO) and was
slammed by the Boston Herald. His response to
the Herald is as follows:

“My audit report on police details and civilian
flagmen did find that the savings were overesti-
mated, but in no way did I dismiss or condemn
the amount of savings as you wrote. I reported
my findings objectively (“Gov. right on flaggers,”
March 26).

As far as public safety, my review analyzed
Mass. Highway’s own numbers and reconfigu-
ration of construction sites to determine that an
average of 885 police officers per week would be
taken off state-funded projects.

I stated that removing police in this number

has the potential to impact public safety.

My audit found that the main source of savings
is not by replacing police details with flaggers, but
by reducing the overall man-hours at construction
sites and increasing the use of barriers, signs and
other traffic control devices. This was information
that had not been in the public debate and, again,
was reported objectively and without prejudice.

I understand and appreciate Gov. Deval
Patrick’s efforts to reduce costs and promote re-
forms during these difficult times. This audit was
conducted at the request of the chairmen of the
Joint Committee on Public Safety and Homeland
Security, and I presented my objective findings. I did
my job knowing this was a no-win situation for me. It
is what it is.”

- A. Joseph DeNucci
Auditor of the Commonwealth
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Auditor DeNucci issues police
detail / cost analysis report

The thin blue firing line
By Jay Moccia

Your right to protect yourself, your fam-
ily, your community, and your Coun-

try rests on your ability to hit the target when
needed. Can you do it? Or, if the time comes,
will they watch you shoot and say:” You’ll
serve better as a cook-report to the kitchen”
(Life, Liberty, Etc.)

Now, it’s true I know my way around a
kitchen, but I also know my way around a
pistol range. It’s a part of my job I enjoy,
and one of the few things I’ll do “for free”
on my own time. There is something relax-
ing about (weather permitting, of course)
driving out to Moon Island and doing some
shooting. I’m not talking about our Depart-
ment mandated Qualification trips, I mean
honing your skills with no time limits or
scores. Draw! Sight! Squeeze! Bulls-eye!

You don’t have to be Dirty Harry or
Barney Fife to take a little pride in your pro-
ficiency with your sidearm. Your life or the
life of another may one day reside in your
hands. You will need to be able to draw that
weapon and put down a bad guy! In my
mind it’s a simple choice: him or me. I pick
me! I like to keep it light, but the Anti-Gun
movement has gained a foothold in our Blue
Community There are cops at every station
who think guns are bad. I’ve been ridiculed
for carrying a pistol almost all the time on
and off duty, or shopping for shooting sup-
plies on-line. I witnessed a new recruit take
a guardroom pummeling (verbal) over the
fact his father gave him a shotgun at 12 years
of age so they could go hunting together.
Talk about a Norman Rockwell moment, a
father and son hunting, sharing responsi-
bility and conservation. These guys
wouldn’t bat an eye if it was a set of golf
clubs or a fishing pole. My own five sons
have fired pistols at a range and know how
to handle a gun safely. There is no danger-
ous curiosity in my home. My father taught
me this lesson (He was a registered gun
owner for over 35 years) and I have passed
it on.

1. Always handle a gun as if it is loaded.
2. Always point a gun in a safe direc-

tion
3. Never put your finger on the trigger

until you are ready to fire.
After a recent visit to the range for In

Service, I realized we operate on almost the
same rules!

As Police Officers, we’ve all seen our
share of gun violence. 99% of the time the
firearm used is ILLEGAL. It has been sto-
len, bought off the street, or the user is unli-
censed or unregistered. The public outcry
only seems to affect LEGAL owners. Law
Enforcement hierarchy are usually among
the loudest voices against gun violence, es-
pecially Professional Police Bureaucrats.
Many cities and towns are refusing to issue
or renew Licenses to Carry even after the
Supreme Court handed down the recent
“Heller” decision. The policy of letting lo-
cal Chiefs dictate gun ownership had a solid
foundation. The Chief or Commissioner
usually rose from the ranks in that Depart-
ment, and as members or protectors of their
areas, they should know who would be a

risk. With the rise of the Professional Po-
lice Bureaucrat, this policy takes a shot right
in the “X” Ring. These are competent, in-
telligent and capable people, and I’m not
knocking them but with few

or no ties to their new community, how are
they credible arbiters of your Second
Amendment Rights? There was at one time
about 1.4 million legal gun owners in Mas-
sachusetts, now there are about 250,000
(over 80% decrease). We are being Legis-
lated to extinction. Legal gun owners are
probably the most regulated citizens in the
U.S. We submit ourselves to fingerprints,
photographs, CORI, high fees, and regis-
tration. Although intrusive, we comply be-
cause we believe in the Constitution and
sensible regulation. But, where does sen-
sible end and Draconian begin? Here in
Massachusetts, we have close to if not the
strictest gun laws in the country, but our
level of gun crime doesn’t fluctuate enough
to reflect these stringent laws. They are use-
less unless they are enforced! Let’s try this:
If you are caught in possession of an IL-
LEGAL firearm, you must serve your
Mandatory minimum sentence before you
are tried on any other offenses You think a
year or so in the cooler may deter some of
these urban terrorists? A criminal by their
very nature refuses to follow the rules of
civilized society That said, what good are
any more laws that ONLY apply to law abid-
ing citizens If you completely banned all
guns tomorrow, I’d be willing to bet my
Glock there would still be shootings and gun
violence. The difference is there would be
no chance for a private citizen to defend
himself. All these laws are feel good legis-
lation, and offer almost no extra protection
to the public. Declaring areas “Gun Free
Zones” simply assures you that no LEGAL
gun owner can carry there.

How does this relate to us (Law Enforce-
ment), you may ask? As sworn Officers, we
are bound to uphold the Constitution and
enforce the laws as they are interpreted by
the Courts. If that is the case, then why is it
so hard to get a gun license in Massachu-
setts? There are laws and regulations we en-

force every
day that we may,
or may not agree
with, but we do it
nonetheless. This
is a no-brainer. It is

spelled out in the Constitu-
tion, and just last year ruled on by the
Supreme Court. The Bill of Rights is
just that, Rights, not privileges, to be
enjoyed by a few, but available to all
law abiding Americans! In my other ar-
ticle this month I mentioned how people
who screech for gun control usually
travel with a bodyguard. Many of these
hypocritical Hollywood types want to
tell you “do as I say not as I do”. Take

Sean Penn (Please!) he put his money where
his mouth was and traveled to New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina to help out as best
he could. Funny thing; the bag of relief he
carried across his lap in photos looked more
like a 12 gauge shotgun! I could go on, but
printing costs would double for this edition
of the PAX.

In summary, a gun is nothing more than
a tool, like a hammer or saw. It’s only dan-
gerous when it’s mishandled. A gun in a
box, or on a table cannot harm a soul, It’s
an inanimate object. Unless it is picked up,
it is nothing more than a useless hunk of
metal. YES! A gun can be a dangerous
thing, but would you rather see it in the
hands of a crazed criminal bent on may-
hem, or a responsible, registered, and trained
gun owner simply defending himself be-
cause WE can’t be everywhere. We are fast
approaching that day, when we wake up and
say; ”What has happened to the America I
grew up in?” Upholding the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights (all of them, not just
the ones you like) can keep that day a long
way off.

already far above the established rates for
police officers. Such costs are already in-
cluded in a Boston police officer’s detail rate
and do not increase regardless of day, night,
weekend or holiday considerations.

On the very first page of his report, Au-
ditor DeNucci emphatically states that
“…our analysis found that the Executive
Office of Transportation and Public Works
(EOPTW) estimated annual cost savings
projections of $5.7 million to $7.2 million
are overstated…In fact, the majority of any
savings…will come from [eliminating
BOTH flaggers and policemen] and replac-
ing them with traffic control devices such
as barriers and traffic signals.” The
auditor’s report goes on to accentuate the
fact, particularly in a congested city like
Boston, that the use of such devices in a
rapidly-changing construction situation
may be neither practical nor cost effective.
The EOPTW’s alleged “cost savings”,
which were highly-publicized earlier this
year and misused by Governor Patrick and
his fawning, anti-police acolytes in the lo-
cal media to argue for replacing cops with
flaggers, also ignored factors such as school
zones, hospitals, senior-citizen housing de-
velopments, and a host of other local con-
siderations which affect the decision of
where, how and when to alter or obstruct
the normal flow of traffic due to utility or
construction activity.

“The fact of the matter is that police are
able to perform additional functions beyond
those of a flagger, and are on police duty
while at the worksite” (page 28). We are so
relieved to finally see those simple but im-
portant words in written form, words thor-
oughly ignored by the biased editors of our
local journals who are driven purely by their

intense dislike for police officers. The
Herald’s editorial page editor Rachelle
Cohen in particular has long perpetrated the
lie that flaggers would be working in Mas-
sachusetts for “$10-$12 dollars an hour.”
Only recently, as practical reality and some-
thing called the prevailing wage law has
intruded upon Ms. Cohen’s delusion, have
the editorialists been forced to admit that
flaggers will actually be paid “around
$35.00 an hour.” (NOTE: Ms. Cohen: the
standard detail rate for a Boston police of-
ficer is currently $33.00 per hour. Do the
math, Honey. That’s $2.00 less than your
flaggers. Don’t let your hatred of cops get
in the way of the FACTS, Rachelle.)

But the larger issue being attacked by
Ms. Cohen, Margery Eagan, Howie Carr,
Professor David Tuerck of the Beacon Hill
Institute, and other like-minded elitists is
the prevailing law itself, for all workers. You
see, Ms. Cohen and her ilk have an innate,
deep-seated hatred for unions and blue-col-
lar workers. They like to see “the working
classes” busy fighting crime, or fires, or
teaching, or picking up the trash, or clean-
ing their toilets, or repairing their road in
Concord (Hi, Rachelle! How’s beautiful
Walden Pond?), Newton, Wellesley or
Brookline; they just don’t think we should
be paid a fair wage to do it! Unions across
the state would do well to understand that
an attack upon police details is actually the
first step in an attack upon the prevailing
wage law itself by rich elitists who hate all
of us.

Copies of Auditor DeNucci’s report are
available on-line. Just don’t expect to see
any of the findings or facts reported on the
pages of the Globe or the Herald. And they
wonder why they’re going out of business?....
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Don’t buy
into the hype

By Kevin Doogan

The fiscal crisis that is sweeping this city
and the nation has been long in the com-

ing but not unpredicted. The realization that
Social Security is nothing more than a gi-
ant Ponzi scheme waiting to implode should
come as no shock to anyone with half a
brain. Also as companies lobby away from
traditional retirement systems towards
401Ks and the like I warn all that they are
just trying to sell us the Emperor’s New
Clothes.

Management negotiators dupe workers
by purporting that “you can control the di-
rection of your retirement investment”. The
company promises that nothing will change
regarding contributions, only that you will
take over the management of your own port-
folio. As far as I’m concerned, this is a bold
face lie and a set up for failure.

The first thing that will happen is man-
agement will slowly chip away at company
contribution towards your retirement. At
present when you retire you use up what
you have contributed into the system and if
you are lucky enough to live this long and
exhaust your contributions then the State
continues to pay you your pension.

These new proposals of 401Ks and the
like all but cut you loose at retirement.
401Ks were meant as a retirement supple-

THE BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

PEER SUPPORT UNITPEER SUPPORT UNIT

We are a peer-driven support program
for police officers and their families.

Our program is strictly confidential
and is available to all

police officers and their families.

Group or individual help with handling
family and life issues, alcohol, drugs,
anger and domestic issues.

Referral for specialist as needed.

251 River Street, Mattapan, MA 02126
Office: 617-598-7888 (Mon.-Fri. 9 to 5)

Off-Hours, On-Call Peer Counselor:
617-343-4680

Sometimes even we need a little help from our friends!Sometimes even we need a little help from our friends!

ment not to take the place of a retirement
system.

The way things are going with the
economy and Wall Street we’ll all be look-
ing for employment at 65. I predict that
most won’t be able to retire or they will
retire into poverty.

Hold fast to the benefits we have, don’t
buy the Governor’s line of lies and don’t
forget that these politicians receive full re-
tirement benefits after just a couple of terms
in office unlike us who have to work 32
years to reach full retirement. Just like com-
pany CEOs, politicians come in on a whim,
take as much as they can from the tax pay-
ers and the workers and then get the golden
parachute.

Even those politicians that get caught
red-handed find soft touch, high-paying
gigs in their post political careers.

The answer isn’t cutting worker’s pen-
sion plans and benefits, the answer lays in
cutting the political pork, corruption and
freebees that makes a political career so lu-
crative. Why do you think politicians are
spending millions of dollars running for an
office that pays less than $150,000 a year
for four years?

My math may be a little off but come
on, common sense tells you something’s
fishy.
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Labor Notes:Alan H. Shapiro, BPPA Labor Counsel
Sandulli Grace, P.C., Counsel to Members of the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

BPPA challenges banding of civil
service scores in promotional exams

On February 13, 2009, the Massachu-
setts Human Resources Division

(HRD), the state agency that oversees the
civil service hiring and promotional process,
suddenly informed police officers around
the state that HRD will start “banding”
scores from civil service promotional ex-
ams.

Because this radical shift in the promo-
tional process will make it much easier for
cities and towns, including Boston, to use
favoritism as a basis for promotions, the
BPPA took action to restore “basic merit

principles,” the purpose of the civil service
system.

Attorneys Alan Shapiro and Bryan
Decker of Sandulli Grace, PC challenged
the proposed banding by filing an appeal
and request for speedy hearing with the
Civil Service Commission. Joining in the
appeal was the Massachusetts Coalition of
Police, which represents over 3,000 munici-
pal police officers in over 100 cities and
towns. When Civil Service refused to in-
tervene, indeed refused to even hold a full
hearing, we sought an injunction in Suffolk

Superior Court, where the case is currently
awaiting decision.

What is “banding?” At one time, decades
ago, HRD used to put scores on lists bro-
ken down to hundredths of a point. For the
past several decades, officers have been
ranked on promotional lists based on their
“whole number” scores. Raw scores given
out to the hundredth of a point were rounded
to the nearest whole number. An 86.50 and
an 87.49 were both rounded to 87. This prac-
tice of putting scores on lists in whole num-
bers was adopted as a rule by HRD, which

succinctly states: “The examination marks
shall be presented on eligible lists in whole
numbers.”

Instead of placing scores on the promo-
tional list in whole numbers, HRD would
like to use the following bands for Sergeant:

Band 6=92.92-100
Band 5=85.84-92.91
Band 4=78.76-85.83
Band 3=71.68-78.75
Band 2=66.00-71.67
Band 1 = Failed Written and failed over-

all exam
Therefore, all scores between, for ex-

ample 85.84 and 92.91, would be sent to
the Commissioner as tied at Band 5.

The practical effects of banding are to
create a vastly larger pool of
tied candidates from which
the Commissioner could se-
lect for promotion without
any appeal. Under civil ser-
vice law, only officers with
higher scores who are
passed over for promotion
by those with a lower score
can file an appeal. Under the
system pre-banding, that
meant that an officer with an

87 who did not get promoted could appeal
if one with an 86 was promoted. If two of-
ficers both score 86 and only one is pro-
moted, the other one has no right of appeal.
With banding, the numbers of officers tied
within the same band would be huge, al-
lowing the Commissioner to pick and
choose from among them for promotion
with no appeal rights.

The BPPA (along with MCOP and oth-
ers) has challenged banding not because it
wants to decide who is and who is not pro-
moted. The Unions’ goal is to create a level
playing field where every officer has an
equal chance for promotion based on how
he or she scores on the exam, and not based
on who she knows, who he grew up with,
or who is owed a favor.

To stay informed on this and other po-
lice and labor matters, you can go to
www.sandulligraceonline.com, where you
can see articles about it and sign up to be
notified as new developments happen.

Illustration by Dirk Diggler

BPD Issues
new merit
badges for
brown-nosers

BPD Issues
new merit
badges for
brown-nosers
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THE EASTERN SEABOARD’S LARGEST AND FINEST CONCRETE CONTRACTOR

166 CENTRAL ST.    P.O. BOX 427    
HUDSON, MA 01749-0427

TELEPHONE (978) 562-3495    
FAX (978) 562-9461

WWW.S-F-CONCRETE.COM

S&F CONCRETE CONTRACTORS INCORPORATED

MIT SIMMONS HALL     CAMBRIDGE, MA IKEA     STOUGHTON, MA

MANCHESTER PLACE     RADIUS STAIRS EQUISERVE     CANTON, MA PARKING GARAGELIBERTY PLACE     LIBERTY PLACE GARAGE SHEER WALLSLIBERTY PLACE     LIBERTY PLACE MAIN SHEER WALLS

Concrete
Flatwork
Division
Pump, Place, and Finish
High-Rise
Superstructure
Commercial Buildings
Parking Structures
Tunnels
Ice-Skating Arenas
Industrial Facilities

Concrete
Formwork
Division
Cast-in-Place Structural Concrete
Formwork
Rebar and Mesh
Post Tensioning
Supervision
Layout and Engineering

By Jay Moccia

Igot ordered to do the St. Pat’s Parade in
Southie. An interesting observation – only

one other parade features more men in
skirts, and that’s in June.

Barney Frank is angry AIG  used bail-
out cash for executive bonuses. It seems he
thinks you should not be rewarded for ruin-
ing the place you work at. How noble, now
when is HE going to stop cashing HIS
checks, along with the rest of those hypo-
crites in D.C.!

When you go to Sullivan’s at Castle Is-
land, the first hot dog of the season makes
you feel like you’re twelve again……..same
with playing catch.

Chuck Norris thinks Texas should secede
from the U.S. and become its own country.
He is also willing to serve as its first Presi-
dent. How cool is that! With the trail the
illegal aliens leave on the way out, we’ll
have no problem getting in. First Rule: En-
glish Only ! Second Rule: Mandatory Gun
Carry Law!

I think you get the picture. Go West
Young Man and leave the moonbats and lib-
erals behind.

When your greed gets the better of your
common sense it will always lead to trouble.

A cop provides an escort for a couple of
exotic entertainers and it’s a Front Page
scandal. A few days later, cops provide an
escort for the Red Sox equipment truck, and
it’s a Front Page highlight! I guess it just
boils down to who the balls and bats are
attached to.

Blind date with destiny
When cops, teachers, firemen, and EMS

get laid off in July, I hope they’re still angry
enough in November to lay off some of
those phonies hiding in the Cement Bun-
ker and under the Golden Dome!

If the President played goalie in hockey,
would the Secret Service Detail jump in
front of him to block a shot?

In my many years as a Police Officer,
very few people have talked themselves out
of being arrested. A great many more have
managed to talk themselves into it.

Marriage is an Institution, and so is the
place they send crazy people!

If the opposite of PRO, is CON. Then
what is the opposite of PROGRESS?

Obama’s been taking the heat over
claiming his bowling skills are like the “Spe-
cial Olympics”. After seeing the Dow, Wall
Street thinks his bailout plan is too!

So the Feds are threatening to withhold
funds from GM unless they start building
cars that get high mileage, and put the Fed’s
people on the Board of Directors Looks like
we’ll all soon be driving Yugos and Ladas.

People better realize more government
means less freedom!

In a case of stunning irony, a team of
British Scientists, in the Artic studying Glo-
bal Warming, is trapped and in grave peril.
With food and fuel running out, their only
hope for survival is re-supply or rescue by
air. The only problem…IT’S TOO COLD
TO FLY!!!!

I propose we now refer to “cell phones”
as “tell phones” because that’s all some

people use them for.
Why is it the people who preach gun

control and gun restrictions go everywhere
with a bodyguard?

Suddenly being a “plus” size isn’t so
bad. With actors like Jack Black, Seth
Rogen, Kevin James and Danny McBride
getting lead roles, big guys have someone
to look up to. And it’s about time, I was re-
ally sick of  Colonel Sanders and the
Michelin Man!

In chaos there is profit…in crisis there
is power.

I went to HQ recently to drop off some
paperwork. While I was there, I ran into a
few old friends I hadn’t seen lately. My visit
took me inside the “BRIC” and I can say
as soon as I entered the room, I felt smarter.

Once again both our First and Second
Amendment Rights are being threatened.

Obama has an anti-gun cabinet and the Leg-
islature is pushing for the “Fairness Doc-
trine”. People better wake up and remind
our elected Officials that the Bill Of Rights
is a full 10 course meal, not a buffet they
can pick and choose from!

A study by Auditor Joe DeNucci shows
the Governor’s claim of savings created by
using flagmen is inflated. The real savings
are not even close to the numbers that Deval
is using, but the Governor insists he won’t
waiver. A study  of the Film Tax Credit shows
it cost the state big bucks for a low return,
but the Governor  calls it a “good invest-
ment”.

There’s a lot of buzz surrounding
Obama’s plan to establish a “National Vol-
unteer Group” to do Government and Com-
munity Service HMMM, will they be wear-
ing brown shirts????

Annual Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association
Recognition Banquet
Honoring BPPA Retirees and
BPPA Award Recipients
Friday, June 19th, 2009
Cocktail Hour 6:00 – 7:00PM – Plaza Lobby

$70.00 per person

Seaport Hotel, 200 Seaport Boulevard, Boston
Plaza Ballroom

Contact your BPPA Representative or call the BPPA for more information.
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Community groups say thanks for generous donations
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MORTGAGES
Specializing in home loans for Police Officers!!

You’re dedicated to making our community a safer place – that’s why I’m
pleased to introduce Safety 1st. This mortgage program provides members of
law enforcement, police and fire departments with specialized financing that
makes it easier for you to buy a home.

Safety 1st loan program includes these features:
• Low down payments
• Additional part-time and overtime income from other jobs may help you qualify
• Gift funds and non-traditional credit histories are allowed
• Financing available for homes, condos and log homes

Call me for details: Purchase, Refinances & More...

Flexible home loans for law enforcement 
and firefighting professionals

All loans subject to approval. Certain restrictions may apply. Financial products and services provided by First Horizon Bank, a division of First Tennessee Bank National Association. Member FDIC. 
© 2007 First Horizon National Corporation.

Rusty O’Dowd
Office: 781-647-2026   Fax: 781-647-4610
Cell: 617-285-2691 - 7 days a week
E-mail: rodowd@firsthorizon.com
(Rusty has financed over 300 loans for Massachusetts Police
Officers with No Points and No Closing Costs!) 

FREE benefits include:
� Homestead prepared/ 

recorded with all loans
� Purchase and sales 

preparation and legal
representation

� Pre-qualification and mortgage
analysis

� Decisions usually within 24
hours

7004
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Commissioner’s Cup Hockey Tournament 2009Commissioner’s Cup Hockey Tournament 2009

2009 Commissioner’s Cup Champions – Area A:
Standing (l to r) : Frank Nogueira, Bobby Dirienzo,
Chris Goodman, Eddie Nolan, Gary Marino, Charlie Cellucci,
Mike Doherty, Charlie Daniels, Eddie MacPherson,
Paul Boddy, Dave Malcolm, John Shaughnessy,
Peter Fontanez, Sean Pero, Tommy Noto, Brian Evans,
Tommy Lema. Kneeling (l to r): Billy O’Sullivan,
Anthony Perella, Bobby Clark.

Jim Stoddard
shows off his

customized mask

Commissioner Ed Davis and
Tournament Organizer Billy Hubbard
gets the Commissioner’s Cup started

Area C

Headquarters

Area B
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Commissioner Ed Davis drops the puck to begin
the game between Area A and Area C

Area D

Area E / Special Ops

Area A Defeats Defending Champs of Area D in
3rd Annual Commissioner’s Cup Tournament

Over 100 Boston Police Officers converged upon the Jim Roche Community Ice Arena
in West Roxbury to take part in the 3rd Annual Boston Police Commissioner’s Cup

Hockey Tournament. The tournament, organized by Billy Hubbard of District 4,
began on Tuesday, March 31st, and concluded on Sunday, April 5th with the Championship
trophy going to the team from Area A.

The competition heated up right from the start with a close match-up between Area D
and Headquarters. The teams were tied at 3 at the end of regulation, and goalies Jimmy
Stoddard and Tab Brown battled it out in a 12 player shootout, ending with the winning
goal scored by Chris Schoulla of Area D.

Wednesday night’s action began with Commissioner Ed Davis dropping the puck for
team captains Eddie MacPherson of Area A and Jerry Cahill of Area C. Area A arose
victorious 10-5 thanks to contributions from Charlie
Daniels who had 3 goals, and Sean Pero with 4 goals.
Other Wednesday action included an Area D vistory over
Area E/Special Operations, as well as a dramatic 6-5 come-
from-behind victory as Terry Long from Area B scored
with 1 second left to send the game into overtime. Joe
Keaveney scored the game winning goal with 6 minutes
58 seconds remaining in overtime to defeat Headquar-
ters.

With the top 4 teams qualifying for the semi-finals Sun-
day, Area A squared off against Area C, and Area B faced
Area D. Areas A and D both had wins leading to the cham-
pionship match-up. In the championship game, Area A’s
defensive core, as well as the solid performance of
goaltender Anthony Perella provided all that Area D
could handle, as Area A went on to defeat the defending
champs in a 3-0 shut out.

Special thanks to the Boston Police Emerald Society
and the Boston Police Patrolman’s Association for their
generous contributions for the social gathering on
Wednesday night to help make the tournament a suc-
cess.

Winning captain Eddie MacPherson of Area A
takes a swig from the Commissioner’s Cup

after his team’s impressive victory
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More Action from the 2009
Commissioner’s Cup Hockey Tournament

Big head, small helmet…
nothing inside.

Nit-wit Nolan.
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BROWN BROTHERS
HARRIMAN & CO.
SUPPORTS THE
BOSTON POLICE
PATROLMEN’S
ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIP
FUND

40 Water Street, Boston, Massachusetts
50 Milk Street, Boston, Massachusetts
(617) 742-1818

Left to right: Kylie Nagle’s father John and her mother Kate, Helena Findlen,
Kylie, Robert Faherty, her brother Sean, her uncle Joe Nagle, BPD, and
Captain Robert Flaherty of District 6, South Boston.

“Cops for Kids with Cancer” Donates $5,000
to South Boston Child
On Thursday, April 2, 2009, I went to District 6, South Boston,
Boston Police Department, and gave Kylie Nagle a
15 year old South Boston girl a who has cancer a
$5,000.00 donation. – Robert Faherty

Kylie Nagle
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Veterans’ Corner: Patrick M. Rose, C-11

Draftees DO Contribute!
Recently there has been a lot of talk

about “National Service,” or “Na-
tional Volunteerism,” that would be

mandatory for all Americans after high
school or college graduation, (I don’t know
about you, but I have a hard time under-
standing how Volunteering for something
could be mandatory?!). If we are going to
make some type of National Service man-
datory, then the simple question most beg
to be asked is, why not bring back the draft?
The common answer: No way, draftees
aren’t good for anything, draftees don’t con-
tribute, draftees always shy away from re-
sponsibility, etc. Please allow me to share
the following.

A few years back when former secre-
tary of defense Donald Rumsfeld said Viet-
nam draftees held “no value, no advantage,
really, to the United States armed services”
he set off a firestorm. Not content to see
only Vietnam vets defamed, another former
secretary of defense, the late Caspar
Weinberger, commented on his experience
during WWII. “There was no doubt in
anyone’s mind that volunteers were far more
effective than draftees and eager to train and
to fight,” he said. I find that statement inter-
esting if not outright ridiculous, consider-
ing that draftees made up 93% of the WWII
Army.

The open season on draftees never seems
closed. This past August, Mark Thompson
of Time Magazine wrote of a Vietnam-era
Army “grappling with draftees deserting,
abusing drugs and even murdering unpopu-
lar commanders.” Well, give me a break,
enough is enough. These spurious and oth-
erwise foolish attacks have gone on far too
long without being refuted. So as a tribute
to the approximately 36% of VFW mem-
bers who were drafted and the 17,758,877
overall who served their country patrioti-
cally through five wars, the following will
highlight the battlefield heroism of draft-
ees. Even this small random sampling of
Medal of Honor recipients should once and
for all put a stake in the denigration heaped
upon draftees.

But first, let’s dispel some myths. Con-
trary to popular notions, compulsory mili-
tary service is a long-standing tradition in
America. Virginia passed a mandatory mili-
tary service law in 1629, the first in the na-
tion. Some 200 colonial laws regarding
universal military obligation were on the
books. After all, as historian Daniel Boorstin
said, “all were soldiers because all lived on
the battlefield.” In 1776, during the Revo-
lutionary War, Massachusetts instituted a
draft. The 12 other colonies soon followed
suit. Much of this conscription was indirect
in the form of paid substitutes.

After independence was gained, there
was, in fact, no need for a draft until WWI.
The sole exception, of course, was the Civil
War. The Union Army, which relied 92%
on voluntary enlistments, was the excep-
tion rather than the rule among raising mass
armies at the time. The Confederate Army

obtained 21% of its manpower through the
draft.

It is beyond historical dispute that none
of America’s major 20th century wars could
have been waged without the draft. A quick
statistical review proves this point.

World War I
Between Sept. 5, 1917, and Nov. 11,

1918, 2,810,296 American men were in-
ducted into the U.S. Army. They constituted
72% of that entire service. Draftees supplied
more than 50% of the soldiers of the Ameri-
can Expeditionary Force in France. Eigh-
teen distinct National Army, or draftee, di-
visions were created. They alone sustained
14,460 KIA on the front.

World War II
During the WWII-era draft (November

1940-October 1946), 10,110,104 men were
called to the colors. That number amounted
to 63% of all the Americans who wore a
uniform in WWII. Of those who served in
the Army, 93% were draftees. Among Navy
ranks, including the Marine Corps and
Coast Guard, were 1,730,194 draftees. In
1945 alone, for example, nearly 16,000
Marines were drafted.

Beginning in 1943, voluntary enlist-
ments, except for men under the age of 18
and over 38, were ended so the manpower
needs of the Army ground forces and other
service branches could be fulfilled. The sea-
faring services received draftees from 1943
through 1945. All told, 36% of naval per-
sonnel were draftees.

Korean War
The draft (August 1950 through July

1953) for the Korean War netted 1,569,141
men. For the entire era, which extended 18
months beyond the cease-fire, draftees made
up 30% of all those who served then. Some
83,858 Marines were drafted between Au-
gust 1951 and October 1952. At the peak in
January 1952, 12,220 Leathernecks entered
the Corps via the Selective Service System.

In the peak year of this war’s draft, 1952,
561,770 men were inducted. By December
1952, 63% of soldiers actually serving in
Korea had been drafted. In 1953, 59% of
all Army enlisted men were draftees.

Cold War
In the “cold” years (1954-64) of the in-

ternational struggle against communism
beyond the “hot” wars, 1,443,223 GIs were
drafted. In 1954, that meant 41% of Army
enlisted men. Even in a peaceful year like
1957, draftees constituted nearly one-third
of the Army’s enlisted ranks. Of course,
during the Korean and Vietnam wars, hun-
dreds of thousands of draftees also served
around the globe from Germany to post-
war South Korea.

Vietnam War
By the start of the U.S. ground war in

Vietnam, the draft was a well-entrenched
institution. A Harris poll in 1965 revealed
that 90% of the American public favored
drafting the Army.

From 1965 through June 1973 when the
draft ended, 1,728,344 men entered the ser-
vice through conscription. A peak of
382,010 draftees was reached in 1966. By
1970, 39% of the soldiers in Vietnam were
drafted at a time when 22% of the Army as
a whole was draftee. Many were channeled
into the combat arms: in 1969 some 88%
of Army riflemen in Vietnam were draft-
ees.

The Marine Corps also drafted, taking
in 42,633 men this way during the war.
More than 15,500 draftees went to the Corps
in 1966, a peak. In 1969, more than 13,000
did likewise. Nearly 5% of Marine deaths
in Vietnam were among draftees. Though
not commonly known, 50% to 60% of
Marines served two-year enlistments, the
same amount of time as a draftee.

In the war’s final tally, 648,500 draftees
(25% of the total) were among the 2.6 mil-
lion Americans who were actually stationed
on Vietnam’s soil. Draftee hostile deaths
numbered 15,458, or 32.6% of all Ameri-
can combat fatalities.

Retired Army major general Walter L.
Stewart, Jr., writing in Military Review in
2006, summed up the contributions of draft-
ees best: “The power of America’s drafted
and draft-induced armies defeated fascism
and [Japanese] imperialism and maintained
the 38th parallel in Korea. It would defeat
the North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong
in every fight of significance in Vietnam.”

Note: No I was not a draftee, however,
after years of listening to haranguing of
some very good soldiers simply based on
their past status, I thought it necessary to
share this and set the record straight. Also,
let us not forget that back in day, the draft
and other forms of military enlistment,
straightened out a lot of young peoples lives,
getting them off the street and out of a cer-
tain type of life that had them headed in the
wrong direction. Let me share the names of
a few Draftees that just happened to earn a
recognition known as the Congressional
Medal of Honor:

World War I
Pfc. John L. Barkley
Single-handedly killed and wounded a

large number of enemy troops on Oct. 7,
1918, near Cunel, France, allowing U.S.
forces to gain and hold Hill 25.

Sgt. Waldo M. Hatler
On Nov. 8, 1918, near Pouilly, France,

Hatler swam across the Meuse River to
obtain information on the Germans’ posi-
tion and swam back to deliver the informa-
tion to his superiors.

Cpl. Alvin C. York
After his platoon suffered heavy casual-

ties, including three officers, York assumed
command on Oct. 8, 1918, near Chatel-
Chehery, France. He led seven men to cap-
ture a machine-gun nest, 132 German troops
and several guns. York personally killed 25
German soldiers. By doing so, he saved the
lives of many in his platoon. The
Tennesseean became an American icon –
the epitome of the citizen-soldier who con-
scientiously fulfilled his obligation of citi-
zenship.

World War II
SSG. Jesse R. Drowley
On Jan. 30, 1944, at Bougainville on the

Solomon Islands, Drowley saved the lives
of many men by demolishing an enemy pill-
box, despite a bullet wound to the chest and
the loss of one eye.

Pvt. Barney F. Hajiro
Near Bruyeres and Biffontaine in east-

ern France on Oct. 19 and 22, 1944, Hajiro
took out enemy snipers and later ambushed
an 18-man enemy patrol, taking 15 of them
as prisoners. On Oct. 29, he destroyed two
machine-gun nests and killed two more
snipers.

Pfc. Silvestre S. Herrera
On March 15, 1945, near Mertzwiller,

France, Herrera single-handedly captured
eight enemy soldiers. Despite having both
of his feet severed by a landmine, he con-
tinued to fight and provided rifle fire so that
U.S. troops could capture a German ma-
chine gun.

Pfc. Alton W. Knappenberger
On Feb. 1, 1944, near Cisterna di Littoria,

Italy, Knappenberger exposed himself to
enemy fire and knocked out multiple Ger-
man weapons with his automatic rifle. His
actions disrupted the enemy attack for more
than two hours.

Pvt. Joe P. Martinez
On Attu in the Aleutians, on May 26,

1943, Martinez eliminated enemy resistance
with automatic rifle fire and hand grenades
before continuing up the snow-covered
mountains. He was killed at the pass, but
his actions cleared the way for the pass to
be taken.

Cpt. Ben L. Salomon
On July 7, 1944, on Saipan in the

Mariana Islands, enemy forces attacked Dr.
Salomon’s aid station, and he killed many
Japanese. He held off the enemy so that the
wounded could escape. When his body was
found, 98 dead Japanese soldiers were
found nearby.

Lt. Robert S. Scott
On a hill near Munda Air Strip on the

Soloman Islands on July 29, 1943, Scott
briefly stopped an enemy advance and af-
ter being wounded, continued to throw gre-
nades until the Japanese withdrew. His men,
who had withdrawn earlier, joined him to
capture the hill.

Ltc. Keith L. Ware
On Dec. 26, 1944, near Sigolsheim,

France, Ware went on a solo mission to draw
(continued on page B21)
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We are privileged to work

in the City of Boston with 

many of its renowned 

institutions and businesses.

William A. Berry & Son, Inc.
99 Conifer Hill Drive
Danvers, MA 01923
T: 978.774.1057

Harvard Medical School

Dana-Farber 
Cancer Institute

Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital

Waterside Place Boston Red Sox

Construction Management

Boston Medical Center
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A local company bringing global solutions to local challenges

in parking management and transit fare collection

Scheidt & Bachmann USA, Inc.
Burlington, Massachusetts

Proud supporter of the Boston Police Patrolmen's Association
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Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association

With Our Compliments

 and

Deep Appreciation . . .

UGL Unicco
Corporate Headquarters
275 Grove Street
Newton, MA 02466
Ph:  617-527-5222

UGL Unicco
Northeast Region
18 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02108
Ph:  617-330-7878

Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association

www.ugl-unicco.com
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out the enemy. His actions allowed U.S.
forces to take an enemy-held hill. Though
wounded, he refused medical attention un-
til the Germans were cleared and the hill
secure.

Korean War
1 Lt. Lloyd L. Burke
On Oct. 28, 1951, near Chong-dong,

Burke took out three bunkers that were im-
peding the U.S. advance. He exposed him-
self to the Chinese, but managed to kill 75
of them, despite his own wounds. The Chi-
nese retreated.

Sgt. Gilbert G. Collier
Near Tutayon, on July 19-20, 1953,

Collier stayed with his wounded command-
ing officer while the rest of the patrol re-
turned to safety. Though wounded, he
fought off the enemy in hand-to-hand com-
bat, including his bayonet. He died trying
to save his officer’s life.

Pfc. Mack A. Jordan
When his platoon was ordered to with-

draw on Nov. 15, 1951, near Kumsong, Jor-
dan remained behind to provide cover fire.
He took out an enemy machine gun and
forced the enemy back. Both of his legs
were severed and he was killed while try-
ing to silence another gun.

Cpl. William F. Lyell
On Aug. 31, 1951, near Chupa-ri, Lyell

single-handedly destroyed an enemy bun-
ker, allowing his platoon to briefly advance.
Under attack again, he charged the enemy,
killing six, then took out a third Commu-
nist position. His platoon advanced, but he
was killed.

Cpl. Benito Martinez
Manning a listening post on Sept. 6,

1952, near Sataeri, Martinez staved off the
enemy alone and insisted no rescue efforts
be made. With only an automatic rifle and
a pistol, he held off the Communists for six
hours before he was killed.

Pfc. Herbert K. Pililaau
The enemy attacked Heartbreak Ridge

on Sept. 17, 1951, but Pililaau remained
behind to cover the withdrawal.
Ammu¬nition gone, he fought with his
trench knife and fists until mortally
wounded. More than 40 Communist dead
were counted near him.

Pfc. Ralph E. Pomeroy
He inflicted a heavy casualty toll with

his machine gun, slowing an enemy assault
on Oct. 15, 1952, near Kumhwa. Later, he
was twice wounded, but continued to fight,
reaching within 10 feet of his foes and club-
bing them with his gun, until he was killed.

Pfc. Ernest E. West
After an ambush near Sataeri on Oct. 12,

1952, West used his body as a shield to pro-
tect the wounded before carrying them to
safety. He was wounded and lost an eye,
but continued to fight.

Pfc. Bryant E. Womack
The only medic on a night patrol near

Sokso-ri on March 12, 1952, Womack was
wounded but continued to administer aid
to others. He was hit again and lost his arm,
but refused aid so that he could help treat

(continued from page B16)

Draftees DO Contribute!!

the others. He was the last to withdraw, but
died minutes later.

Vietnam War
Spec. 4 John P. Baca
On Feb. 10, 1970, in Phuoc Long prov-

ince, a grenade was thrown into Baca’s pa-
trol. He smothered it with his steel helmet
and absorbed the concussion with his body,
saving the lives of eight men.

Cpl. Thomas W. Bennett
The medic repeatedly ran through en-

emy fire to treat and help evacuate wounded
troops on Feb. 9-11, 1969, in Pleiku prov-
ince. Though warned not to, he was trying
to make his way to a soldier when he was
killed.

Cpl. Michael J. Crescenz
He single-handedly took out three en-

emy bunkers in the Hiep Duc Valley on Nov.
20, 1968, clearing the route for his unit. An
attack came from an unseen fourth bunker,
which Crescenz assaulted, but he was killed
in the process.

Spec. 4 Nicholas J. Cutinha
During a firefight near Gia Dinh on

March 2, 1968, Cutinha moved to the front
and fired his machine gun at the charging
enemy. Though wounded, he continued fir-
ing and was solely responsible for killing
15 Communist troops and saving the lives
of nine members of his unit, before dying.

Spec. 4 Donald W. Evans, Jr.
At Tri Tam on Jan. 27, 1967, Evans pro-

vided lifesaving treatment to multiple GIs,
while exposing himself to enemy fire.
Though wounded in the process, he contin-
ued treating his fellow soldiers before be-
ing killed.

SSG. Robert W. Hartsock
On Feb. 23, 1969, at Hau Nghia, he threw

himself on a satchel charge and was
wounded, but saved the lives of those near
him. Then he crawled into a ditch and pro-

vided cover fire so that his commander
could seek shelter. He died from his wounds.

Spec. 4 Donald R. Johnston
He threw himself onto three explosive

charges, which landed in his bunker on
March 21, 1969, in Tay Ninh province. His
actions shielded his fellow soldiers from the
blast and saved the lives of six, though he
was killed from the blast.

Spec. 4 Joseph G. Lapointe, Jr.
During a firefight on June 2, 1969, in

Quang Tin province, he shielded a wounded
man, while treating another in spite of his
own wounds. Wounded a second time, he
continued treating the wounded until an
enemy grenade killed him.

Pfc. Carlos J. Lozada
At Dak To on Nov. 20, 1967, Lozada’s

accurate firing killed 20 North Vietnamese
soldiers and disrupted their attack. More
enemy charged and Lozada called for his
fellow soldiers to move back while he pro-
vided cover fire before becoming mortally
wounded.

Spec. 4 Thomas J. McMahon
A medic, McMahon ran through intense

fire twice to treat and carry to safety two
men on March 19, 1969, in Quang Tin prov-
ince. As he returned for the third, he was
mortally wounded.

Pfc. James H. Monroe
At Bong Son on Feb. 16, 1967, Monroe

saw a live grenade fall in front of his posi-
tion while helping the wounded. He was
killed after pushing the two men aside and
lunging forward to smother the grenade
with his body.

Spec. 4 Danny J. Petersen
Petersen carried wounded soldiers 45

meters across a hostile field in Tay Ninh
province on Jan. 9, 1970. He returned to
his disabled armored personnel carrier to
provide cover for a withdrawal. He was
mortally wounded while firing on the en-
emy.

Spec. 5 Clarence E. Sasser
Sasser ran through a hail of fire to treat

the wounded on Jan. 10, 1968, in Ding
Tuong province. His legs were immobilized
by wounds, but he dragged himself through
the mud to treat another soldier before en-
couraging others to crawl to safety where
he later treated them.

Pfc. Louis E. Willett
During a firefight at Kontum province

on Feb. 15, 1967, Willett received multiple
wounds while covering his squad’s with-
drawal. He engaged the enemy at close
range allowing his squad to retreat before
he was killed.

� � � � �
Amazingly enough, these young men,

from all walks of life, were only consid-
ered Draftees. Some looked down their re-
spective noses at them, even the all know-
ing, all seeing political hacks that were in
power, what these ‘clowns’ didn’t see were
the men behind the ‘tag’, the ‘moniker’
placed on them, simply because they didn’t
run out and volunteer. Please keep this in
mind with our Nations young people of to-
day. Sometimes when you force people into
situations, even if they don’t want to go, ‘the
cream still rises to the top!’

Post Elections
Elections for all positions will be held

this month. Don’t complain if you haven’t
gotten involved!

Trivia
For those worried that Iraq and or Af-

ghanistan might cost as much as Vietnam,
So far the Iraq War has cost the U.S. $687
Billion Dollars, and the Afghanistan War
$184 Billion dollars, that according to a
study by the Center of Strategic and Bud-
getary Assessments. Just so you know, if
you adjust for inflation, the two wars com-
bined now exceed the Vietnam War by over
50%, ‘OH YEAH!’

Reminder
The VFW Post meetings are held on the

third Monday of each month in the upper
hall at 1930 hours. The E-Board meets at
1800 hours downstairs. The VFW meetings
are open to all members, and we encourage
active participation. The E-Board conducts
its’ annual open meeting on the 2nd Tues-
day in July, (per post by-laws). Once again
let me offer an invitation to visit the com-
pletely remodeled Post, inside and out. En-
joy a cheap cold one with some old friends,
or make some new ones. Enjoy the game
tables, electronic game machines, lottery or
even join Marty (‘the King’) Columbo on
the new horse shoe team out back. The Post
is open 7 days a week, from 1500 hours til
0200 hours. If you are behind on your dues,
come on down, we can work it out. If you
are still not a member, what are you wait-
ing for? Membership is only $30.00 per year
and NO you don’t have to be a Veteran to
join. Hope to see ya at the post. As always,
please be safe out there!
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CONTINENTAL HOME LOANS, LTD.
“The Mortgage Bankers”

NATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT / EMS HOME LOAN PROGRAM

Servicing Boston Law Enforcement and EMS Members,
Active and Retired, and Their Families
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No Courier Fee
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Direct Lender
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And with Prudential’s support of the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association Scholarship Fund, the children
of Boston’s finest can dream just a little bigger. It’s our
way of saying thank you to the men and women who
make things just a little easier for the rest of us—each
and every day.

Akid can dream, right?
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Study or Slander?
By Gregory Bond

Paramedic 216

Arecent article published in the journal
Obesity entitled “The Obesity Epidemic

and Future Emergency Responders” purported
to identify an alleged trend of increasingly
overweight recruits hired for EMT and
firefighter positions in the Boston Area.

No one can dispute that obesity is indeed
an epidemic in this country and affects virtu-
ally all aspects of our
population as a whole.

So I don’t quite un-
derstand the reasoning,
or motivation behind
the study.

Furthermore I have
some very serious reservations about the man-
ner in which it was conducted, as well as the
conduct of the researchers themselves.

I was able to read the original article, and
in case you have not had the chance, let me
walk you through it.

To preface, the main author is a second year
medical student at BU, which basically means
that the extent of his patient care amounts to
poring through medical records and studying
cadavers.

The first sentence reads “Emergency re-
sponders (firefighters, ambulance personnel,
and police) are expected to be physically fit
to perform strenuous duties without compro-
mising the safety of themselves, their col-
leagues, of their community.”

A true enough statement on paper, but in
the real world one’s ability to perform their
duty entails more than a good height-to-weight
ratio.

The next two sentences read “Tradition-
ally, these professions recruited persons of
above average fitness from a pool of healthy
young adults. At present, however, new re-
sponders are drawn from an increasingly
heavy youth,”

You see traditionally, recruitment wasn’t
so complicated.

These days there are numerous factors in-
volved in hiring requirements, BMI not with-
standing, as well as other political consider-
ations.

I wonder what City Hall would tell you
what to do with your study if you asked them
to lift the residency requirement for new em-
ployees based solely on your recommenda-
tions.

I’m sure it would be something short and
to the point though.

Listed under “Methods and Procedures,”
the authors state how they “reviewed consecu-
tive preplacement medical examinations…
from two Massachusetts clinics (October
2004-June 2007).” The two clinics mentioned
belong to the Cambridge Health Alliance and
the BU School of Medicine.

So if you were hired between those dates
then they are talking about you: your personal
and confidential medical records, your body.

Nobody was ever asked or informed to par-
ticipate in a study, and nobody was ever con-
sented.

Among its recommendations, they “propose
making BMI a vital sign during emergency re-
sponders’ medical examinations.”

That sounds suspiciously like a future study,
only then they’ll have the entire membership at
their disposal to disparage.

In addition, the authors recommend “man-
datory exercise time dur-
ing work time.”

Beautiful. Clearly life
is truly perfect staring
out of the library win-
dow.

Tell you what plebe,
you make sure no one has a medical emergency
during specific work hours and I will gladly
follow your recommendations, you donkey.

In their conclusion, the authors state that par-
ticipants Body Mass Index (BMI) ratio is “simi-
lar to other public services, such as police and
military.”

Groundbreaking! Really? Did you know that
most of the recruiting for public service comes
from the military?

You spent all this time, money and energy
to tell me that people who work here are the
same as everybody else.

I can tell that you’re going to have a fruitful
medical career.

Now, I’m no doctor, but it would seem to
me that even in this “publish or perish” atmo-
sphere, that starting before one even finishes
medical school is a little premature, and a lot
presumptuous.

So what does one do with a shiny new study?
Well, you get it published of course, then sit

back and wait for the phone to ring, and ring it
did.

None other than the Herald picked up on
this piece of fodder and proceeded to print not
one, but two nothing articles written as a not-
so-veiled slight towards our members.

The main author quoted in the paper report-
edly would not identify exactly “which depart-
ments “ were involved, how noble.

Because then he might have been potentially
violating the HIPPA laws if people knew about
whom he was studying, right?

Funny thing though, it took Jessica Fargen
all of three seconds to figure out EXACTLY
who the study was targeting.

Unlike you, we are out in the public eye ev-
ery day.

It’s not hard for people to see our members
and surmise whom your study refers to.

I don’t care what you say – you violated your
patient’s trust, our trust.

You used your positions and our private
medical information for your own personal
gain.

That’s wrong you know, or haven’t they
taught you that yet in school?

Police are not
plundering payrolls

By Mark A. Bruno

It’s amazing when you read the local rags and listen to the morons on talk
radio. According to these liberal lunatics we are the roots of all evil. It is

police pay that has sent the economy into a tail spin. We are nothing but a
bunch of greedy union hoodlums who refuse to give concessions for a wage
freeze. We should be tarred and feathered for our avaricious behavior given
the state of the economy in general. Would people please kindly shut your
traps and give me a break? Last time I looked whatever minuscule raise we got
went toward an increase in healthcare, local taxes and the purchase of prod-
ucts.

If any officer out there is ahead of the curve on this current economic crisis
could you kindly fill me in on your secret? I don’t know too many officers
who aren’t treading water like everyone else in any other profession. Is it nice
to be employed in a secure job? Yes, but please stop blaming cops for raping
the payroll system. Police officers put in long hours to support their families
and are chastised by the media for it. I consider myself to be a hard-working
American citizen who pays his taxes in support of this great nation of ours. I
resent those individuals who are quick to pass judgement on how much money
I make. The usual “no one told you to be a cop” is usually the battle cry of
these frustrated losers.

Every now and then you have some stranger come up and thank you for a
job well done. Some people will roll up in a car and ask if you would like a
drink on a hot day, or a coffee on a cold day. They are few and far between, but
they make the job worth doing. These are the thankful individuals who sum-
moned you through 911 at one time or another. You may have happened upon
them on your routine patrol, or helped them while working a detail. The im-
pression you left on these people has rendered their unyielding support toward
you and the job you do. If it were up to them there would not be enough
money in the
world to pay
you for the dan-
gerous job you
perform day-in-
and-out. Alas
these individu-
als are in the
minority of
well-wishers,
and unfortu-
nately we must
deal with the
majority.

There are so
many good
things that offic-
ers do through
charities such as PAL and Cops for Kids with Cancer. How come the media
never talks up these good deeds? Why does it always have to be a police
tragedy that brings the focus to our profession? I’m so sick of reading how
much the top twenty police officers earned and the average pay we make over
all. My neighbors look at me like I’m some sort of Jesse James. I work eighty
to ninety hours a week to provide for my family, and for that I’m considered a
glutton. Where are these people when I’m donating my time and money to-
ward events such as fund-raisers for cancer, autism and other worthwhile chari-
ties? The BPPA alone has given more money toward these charities than any-
one realizes. Officers individually have given more support toward local chari-
ties through COBEC.

We are the front-line of defense when chaos on our streets runs rampant.
We are expected to restore order and arrest those individuals who have wreaked
havoc upon our communities. We are expected to place ourselves in harms
way while disarming some of these individuals. Many deceased officers made
the ultimate sacrifice protecting those very individuals who now stand there
with stones in hand ready to attack the police for plundering their municipal
payrolls. Please forgive me for asking to be paid a decent wage for putting my
life on the line, and the wear and tear on my body it has caused. Really, ac-
cording to you I’m just not worthy.

If any officer out there is ahead
of the curve on this current
economic crisis could you kindly
fill me in on your secret? I don’t
know too many officers that
aren’t treading water like
everyone else in any other
profession. Is it nice to be
employed in a secure job? Yes,
but please stop blaming cops for
raping the payroll system.

EMS
Division

Unity & Strength

EMS
Division
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Can Private Security Guards Act as Police Officers?
That’s What They Might Be Doing on Chicago’s Far South Side

They’re private security guards, already
on patrol, but they may soon have the

powers of Chicago Police officers.
As CBS 2 Chief Correspondent Jay

Levine reports, the private security officers
now on patrol on the city’s Far South Side
are expected to have their powers expanded
as part of a citywide ordinance now being
prepared.

But officials are questioning whether this
means public safety is being outsourced.

Mayor Richard M. Daley has already
privatized many city functions. The Chicago
Skyway has been leased to a Spanish con-
glomerate. Midway Airport is run by a Ca-
nadian company. The parking meters were
sold to a firm run by Morgan Stanley, and
as a result, the cost of parking in the city
has skyrocketed.

But the question is whether another for-
eign firm providing cops on patrol may be
privatization gone too far.

A single squad car, marked “special pa-

trol,” cruises up and down a small commer-
cial strip on far south Michigan Avenue to-
night. Its patrol area is between 100th and
116th streets, and area merchants have their
doubts.

“As good as they may be, I don’t think
they probably have all the training that a
policeman would have,” said business
owner Howard Bolling.

But the security guards are not sup-
posed to replace Chicago Police officers,
according to the alderman writing the or-
dinance. He said the enforcement pow-
ers of the private security group would
remain highly limited.

“No traffic violations such as moving
violations – such as moving violations.
Small things – illegally parked, blocking the
parking,” said Alderman Anthony Beale
(9th).

That wasn’t exactly what Mayor Daley
thought when he was asked about it on Sat-
urday. He said the security force would have

the power to enforce “moving violations and
citations including loitering, littering and
graffiti.”

This means they’re still working on it.
But Beale was asked what would happen
when they security officers tried to detain
someone who didn’t want to be detained
and didn’t respect their authority as they
would a police officer’s.

“Next thing you know, guns are drawn,
and you have a real problem,” Levine pos-
ited.

Replied Beale: “I’m not going to say
what the future may hold. We can all pre-
dict unforeseen situations.”

Mayor Daley said the city would benefit
from the extra patrols.

“It’s not a bad idea. You maybe have to
refine it, but it’s not a bad idea,” the mayor
said.

With Chicago Police stretched so thin,
just having a few extra cars and extra uni-
forms is comforting to some people. The J.
Carolina Hosiery store, for example, was
robbed 14 times in the last year.

“The stores are being robbed, and then
they’re getting extorted, and you have the
little gangbangers running in and out of

stores trying to rob people,” said store su-
pervisor Larry McCullough.

Since the private security patrols arrived,
the robberies have continued, “but it’s slow-
ing down, because it seems like more of the
stores have to have their own guns and their
own security.”

In addition to the Fraternal Order of Po-
lice being against it, experts tell CBS 2 that
asking private security guards to conduct
police functions is dangerous, and poten-
tially fatal, with most security guards paid
much less and receive less training.
Chicago’s Police Supt. Jody Weis calls it
all a work in progress.

“Let’s be creative,” Weis said. “If we can
have police officers focusing on higher pri-
ority cases, it’s worth talking about.”

CBS 2 wanted to ask the Toronto-based
firm which was the lowest bidder for con-
tracts in the 9th and 10th wards about the
background and training of its officers. Also
in question was is how much experience the
Canadian company has with the inner city
problems which make the Roseland com-
munity a challenge for even the most
streetwise Chicago Police professionals.
The firm has not yet returned calls.

By Kevin Doogan

Today we mourn the passing of a beloved
old friend by the name of Common

Sense who has been with us for many years.
No one knows for sure how old he was,
since his birth records were long ago lost in
bureaucratic red tape.

He will be remembered as having culti-
vated such valuable lessons as knowing
when to come in out of the rain, why the
early bird gets the worm, and that life isn’t
always fair.

Common Sense lived by simple, sound
financial policies (don’t spend more than
you earn) and reliable parenting strategies
(adults, not kids, are in charge).

His health began to rapidly deteriorate
when well-intentioned, but overbearing
regulations were set in place. Reports of a
six-year-old boy charged with sexual ha-
rassment for kissing a classmate, teens sus-
pended from school for using mouthwash
after lunch, and a teacher fired for repri-
manding an unruly student, only worsened

his condition.
It declined even further when schools

were required to get parental consent to ad-
minister aspirin to a student, but could not
inform the parents when a student became
pregnant and wanted to have an abortion.

Finally, Common Sense lost the will to
live as the Ten Commandments became
contraband; churches became businesses;
and criminals received better treatment than
their victims.

Common Sense finally gave up the ghost
after a woman failed to realize that a steam-
ing cup of coffee was hot, she spilled a bit on
her lap, and was awarded a huge settlement.

Common Sense was preceded in death
by his parents, Truth and Trust; his wife,
Discretion; his daughter, Responsibility;
and his son, Reason.

He is survived by two stepbrothers, My
Rights and Ima Whiner.

Not many attended his funeral because
so few realized he was gone. But shed not a
tear, join the majority and do nothing.

Obituary for Common Sense

Attention
To all members of the Boston Police Relief Association
Active Duty or Retired

If you need to change your beneficiary or you are not
sure of who your beneficiary is you can contact the re-
lief office at 617-364-9565. If you leave a message your
call will be returned and if necessary the paperwork will
be sent out to you.

Thank you,
William F. Carroll, Clerk,

Boston Police Relief Association

Remembering 

 
Ann Marie (Larkin) Ford 

 

 

Friday May 29, 2009 
7:00 PM to Midnight 

Family Hour from 7 to 9 
 

Florian Hall 
Hallet Street 

Dorchester, MA 

 
 

DJ -Irish Step Dancers - Raffles - Silent Auction 
- Live Auction - Ad Book 

 
Wonderful prizes 

Signed Sports Jerseys, Vacations, HD TV, and so 
much more! 

 
All proceeds benefit the 

Ford Children’s Education Fund 
 

Tickets can be purchased in advance or 
at the door for $25.00 
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Sports Trivia: Bill Carroll?

How much do you know
about your country’s leaders?

United States Presidential Trivia: Bill Carroll?

(see answers on page C9)

(see answers on page C9)

Off the top of my head

1. Who was the only President of the
United States to be born in Illinois?

2. Who was the first President of the
United States to hold an Inaugural
Ball?

3. Who was the first President of the
United States to travel outside of the
U.S.?

4. Who was the first President of the
United States to graduate from West Point?

5. Who was the first President of the United States to travel in an airplane?

How many can
  you get correct?

1. Who holds the major league record for consecutive saves?
2. Who holds the major league record for most 200 hit seasons in a career?
3. How many members of the 500 career home run club played for only one team?
4. Who received the highest percentage of votes without being elected to the National

Baseball Hall of Fame?
5. Entering the 2009 season which member(s) played for the most teams?
6. Since divisional play began in 1969 what manager became the most recent to win a

division title with three different teams?
7. Who were the only three major league players to be elected to the National Baseball

Hall of Fame in their last year of eligibility?
8. Who was the last major league leadoff hitter to hit 30 home runs in a season?
9. Who was the National League MVP for the 2008 season?
10. What team led the American League in stolen bases during the 2008 season?

By Kevin Doogan

If the mayor is asking us to delay our up-
coming raise to stave off layoffs, as any

union-oriented individual, I am willing to
listen and roll up my sleeves and help. Be-
cause when you take a person’s job away,
or their ability to support their family, you
are in reality stripping that person of their
dignity. That being said, you may well ask
how do we save money and avoid layoffs
without sacrificing police, teachers or
firefighters. Well lucky for the mayor I’ve
been thinking about it for a while and have
a couple of thoughts.

How about first taking a look at the 70
million dollars a year the city throws away
on forced busing. Clearly throwing any
more money at that failed social experiment

is like flushing tax dollars down the sewer.
If desegregation meant people seeking pri-
vate schooling and/or flight from the city
then it was a booming success! Here we
are 32 years later, with generations lost and
the quality of education in our schools in
the toilet, yet we are still committed to the
catastrophic mistake. Not to mention how
this would affect the epidemic of childhood
obesity and the benefits of walking to a
neighborhood school will have. How about
the effect of taking hundreds of smoke chok-
ing school buses off the streets would have
for the city’s air quality and fuel consump-
tion?

Hard times call for hard measures, next
on the chopping block should be the so
called non-essential work force. Before one

police officer, firefighter or teacher gets laid
off let’s first take a look at the political pork
in city government with these civilian no-
show positions. Allegedly there are over
800 civilian employees just in the BPD.
Where are they and who’s hiding them?
Maybe the citizens of Boston might have
better need of a police officer at this stage
of the game than a social worker or bean
counter. Have you ever noticed that the
bean counters never seem to take a hit dur-
ing cut backs?

Maybe streamlining upper management
might be a thought? How about cutting
these patty cake programs of coddling ex-
cons and attempting to employ them.
Maybe I’m thick, but I don’t understand
why when the government handed these
banking institutions and auto giants the re-
cent tax-funded bailouts, that the CEO’s and
executives that got them into this trouble
still got their golden parachutes? Why are
the government and this mayor in particu-
lar looking to punish the workers for his/
their incompetence? Why does a CEO’s
contract have more weight than the one we
signed? We’re not unreasonable; if we’re
going to have to make do with less to save
jobs then shouldn’t everyone share in this
sacrifice?

The next thing the government should
take a long hard look at is transitional as-
sistance. Oh the hell with it, enough with

political correctness, lets look at welfare!
That’s right I said it, welfare. Welfare was
established as a HELPING HAND to as-
sist workers and families getting back on
their feet. It has become a career choice for
generations of deadbeat dads and promis-
cuous women for whom having children has
become a financial boom. The more ille-
gitimate children, the higher pay they re-
ceive from the government. Enough with
these welfare queens and kings spewing out
helpless children doomed to life on the
streets and continuing this circle of welfare
and crime. If we continue to allow these
blood suckers to drain our tax dollars un-
fettered, generation after generation, we will
see this system implode. Why do any of us
work, when it’s more profitable to not work?
The government will readily supply you
with food, shelter, money, clothing, educa-
tion, transportation and when you need a
raise all you have to do is have another kid.
They have term limits on almost everything,
they should have term limits on welfare and/
or at least family limits. I can’t tell you, just
in my short career, how many welfare
queens and kings that I have dealt with that
have passed the torch off to their off spring
and the whole outfit is on the dole. Genera-
tion after generation after generation,
enough is enough, we need to save money
let’s start here.

By Mark A. Bruno

It is amazing how fast our children grow up. We try to enjoy them as much as we
can while they are still young, because when they get older they go off on their

own with friends, so finding quality time to spend with them while they are young
is important. Some of my fondest memories of my Dad were the one-on-one con-
versations we would have. He was a WWII veteran in the U.S. Navy who fought
out in the Pacific. He was awarded several medals for his bravery during those
campaigns. In my eyes and those of his children he was always a hero. He did not
need to talk about his actions during the war to us, and we knew that he did not wish
to speak about it. All we needed to know was that he served his country with honor.
My brothers and sisters loved and respected him for the kind and gentle person he
was.

He worked hard every day to support ten children and his wife. He would tell
me how hard it was growing up in a large family like his during the 1930’s. He
worked hard to help support his family during these trying times. What mattered
most to him was that all his children loved and respected each other. This comradery
was never more obvious than at dinner time. We did not have flat-screen televisions
or any other distractions. My Mother would fill Dad in on what was going on with
school matters and any other thing that warranted his attention. He would comment
on our school work and report cards. He would always tell us to protect each other
if we were in trouble. Heaven forbid if you did not step in to help your sibling in a
fight. It was always about family and keeping each other safe.

Today the distractions are many when it comes to kids paying attention to their
parents. You have all kinds of video games and cable television with up to nine-
hundred channels to choose from. You have the internet and cell-phones. Growing
up we had about ten channels to choose from on television, and you had to get up
and change the channel manually. Sometimes you would have to let a younger
sibling hold the rabbit-ears so you could get better reception. The radio stations we
listened to were on the AM dial. Vinyl was still in, but eight tracks and cassettes
were fast taking over. My oldest son asked me to hook up one of my turntables so
he could listen to some of my old albums. He is some big Beatle’s fan which I
thought was nice. My Father thought it was nice that I liked the Rat Pack music and
he would bring used albums home to me of which I still have. It is nice that we can
find common ground with our kids in this day and age.

I like taking the kids to sporting events, concerts or the theater whenever I get a
chance. When I was a kid, we would all go to the Paramount Theater on Washing-
ton Street to see a movie. Going to a sporting event like the Red Sox today can be
very costly for a family of four or better. My Dad had a close friend who was a
major league umpire and he used to give him tickets to take us kids to the ball game.
This friend knew how hard my Dad worked trying to support his kids, so he felt it
would be nice to give him and his children a day out. This is what friends do for
friends.

I can only hope to be half the man my Father was. I hope I have instilled the
same family values onto my children that my parents gave to me. I hope that I have
as many good friends as my Dad had. He was a hard-working man who was loved
and respected by all. He was not wealthy and he did not own a home or a car, but if
you asked anyone they would tell you he was the richest person on Earth because
he had ten children who loved and respected him. His nickname was “The Father,”
and I thought it would be nice to remember him on Father’s Day.

The Father
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by Kevin John Sowyrda
MySouthEnd.com Contributor
Thursday, February 26, 2009

First in a new series regarding police
culture in the Commonwealth.

So where’s the outrage? In a state which
prides itself as the “Athens of America,”

not just for cultural reasons but because we
claim to cherish civil liberties, barely an
eyelid is raised when the cops toss a promi-
nent talk show host in jail because a com-
puter screen in a police cruiser says the sub-
ject didn’t pay a lousy car insurance bill in
a southern state from which he moved years
ago. How can this lackadaisical attitude to-
ward police excess be so prevalent in the
Massachusetts birthed by Sam Adams and
governed by a Democratic majority which
tells us that the eight years of George W.
Bush and the Patriot Act are dead and bur-
ied and constitutional rights are back in fash-
ion?

But I guess I missed the fashion show.
Police powers in Massachusetts are com-
pletely out of control and each of us has
our own, particular horror story to tell about
an outrageous cop who seems poised to go
postal or whose grasp of the truth is lose at
best. And this dilemma is particularly acute
given my observation that our elected offi-
cials fear the unions representing the con-
stabulary forces more than they respect the
voters. Thus, even if conservative gabber
Michael Graham is not your cup of tea,
you should not find it appetizing that a po-
lice officer can throw him or you in jail be-
cause the Intel Chips running the registry
of motor vehicles in another jurisdiction
revoke your driver’s license for a reason of
minutia.

To be blunt, I’m not exactly a Michael
Graham fan myself. It’s in this very col-
umn that I once took the local talk master
to the wood shed for his lame attempt at an
interview with Congressman Barney Frank.
But that’s not the point. Deciding what kind
of a state we want to live in, both as
progressives and conservatives, is the issue
in need of a healthy and open debate; and
Graham, or for that matter any citizen of
this Commonwealth, being handcuffed and
thrown into jail for a simplistic, bureaucratic
issue is a situation worthy of debate and due
consideration.

Graham was more whimsical than con-
trite when he recently told his audience that
he managed to make his 9:00 a.m. gab shift
on WTKK-FM only after having suffered
undue humiliation in Framingham, where
police detained him for what they allege was
a minor moving violation. After the perfunc-
tory plate and registration check at the scene,
officials told Graham his license had been
suspended and that they would have to
handcuff and jail him.

An ad hominem of hieroglyphics from
the Massachusetts Registry of Motor Ve-
hicles, issued to the press in the aftermath
of this ludicrous police action, can best be
deciphered to mean that the Confederacy
rises again. Virginia apparently declares that

An anti-police rant in the
South End News

Graham didn’t pay his car insurance there,
and, thanks to interstate cooperation agree-
ments, Massachusetts was all too happy to
suspend Mr. Graham’s license here.

(Memo to Registrar Rachel Kaprielian
- if a member of your family were driving,
unbeknownst to him or her, with a license
suspended for the same trite reason, would
you want him or her thrown in the clink?)

In any event, Graham has already ap-
peared in court and will seek a jury trial on
the charges that he was driving with a sus-
pended license. He says he’ll call the regis-
trar as a witness. I hope he does.

The entire affair is almost surreal, and
we all know that incidents like these are
repeated every day of the week in Massa-
chusetts. I mean, forget Bernie Madoff sip-
ping Chablis in his swank, Manhattan pent-
house after bilking enough cash from un-
suspecting souls to fill a U-Haul truck. Ap-
parently the real menaces to society are
souls like Michael Graham, whose license
was suspended because another state is
gravely concerned about a pocket full of
cash he may owe the auto insurance syndi-
cate.

“We see this all the time,” said Chris Ott,
communications manager for the ACLU
[American Civil Liberties Union] of Mas-
sachusetts. “We see people getting arrested
and hauled off to jail for non-criminal of-
fenses. People are getting arrested all the
time for all that drama for something that is
legally in the same category as a parking
ticket. So yes, if all he [Graham] did was
not pay his insurance in Virginia that doesn’t
sound like he’s a danger to anyone, and so
this does sound unusual.”

But the roadblocks to change will be hard
to navigate. After all, any politician who
takes on police powers will not only incur
the wrath of the potent and well-funded
public safety unions but a fair share of vot-
ers as well. Conservatives are pro-police by
nature and liberals are increasingly afraid
to be labeled as weak on crime, which leads
to a blind eye or two being turned in the
direction of a few civil liberties being tossed
here and maybe a few others being tossed
over there.

Let’s be blunt; the pervasive attitude in
this state is that police officers are free to
do basically what they please, and this atti-
tude can be proven by visual observation
on any day of the week.

But be careful before you whip out your
cell phone and videotape what you see go-
ing wrong. On Sept. 27, 2008, Mark Hynes
of Charlestown was not enjoying his own
experience with the Boston Police and was
then arrested for videotaping the local cops
without their permission. There is appar-
ently a law prohibiting videotaping with-
out the permission of both parties; a law
that should be canned so that taxpayers can
absolutely videotape police actions, thus
insuring proper conduct. I’d even give tax
incentives for the action.

And though the scales of justice weigh
heavily in favor of the blue wall, there’s one

member of the state legislature fighting for
the change we need.

The governor’s deputy press secretary
Kimberly Haberlin declined any comment
on this subject. But the Chairman of the
House Committee on Public Safety,
Michael A. Costello (D-Newburyport), has
been speaking out and providing a needed
leadership role. Costello said arresting citi-
zens for an offense like Graham’s is not ju-
risprudent and should be corrected in the
so-called CORI [Criminal Offender Record
Information] reform legislation filed by the
governor on January 11.

“Unless there’s a suspension for an egre-
gious behavior such as operating under the
influence it [driving with a suspended li-
cense] should not be an arrestable offense,”
said Costello, a former assistant district at-
torney in Essex County and now a practic-

Dear Editor,
As editor of the Boston Police

Patrolmen’s Association’s Pax Centurion
newspaper, I recently received a copy of Mr.
Kevin Sowyrda’s virulently anti-police dia-
tribe from the Feb. 26th South End News
“Boston and Beyond” column entitled
“Time to reign in the police and support
Chairman Costello’s reform efforts.” The
article is so rife with ignorant, misinformed
stupidity that I hardly know where to be-
gin, but please allow me, on behalf of my
fellow officers, this feeble attempt:

Mr. Sowyrda’s hatred of police is appar-
ently so extreme that he allows himself to
employ WTKK’s radical, ultra-right wing
talk-show boob Michael Graham as his
cause celebre´ in order to highlight his anti-
police opinions (proving once again that
politics makes strange bedfellows and po-
litical extremes have more similarities than
differences). As some may know, Mr. Gra-
ham was recently arrested by a suburban
police department after a routine traffic vio-
lation resulted in the discovery that his
driver’s license was listed as suspended/re-
voked by the RMV. From this arrest, Mr.
Sowyrda opines that this was yet another
egregious example of “police excess.” First
and foremost, when a police officer checks
a driver’s license following a “routine”
motor vehicle stop (NOTE: for those of us
who know, there is no such thing as a “rou-
tine” car stop), the specific nuances rela-
tive to the reasons “why” a particular
driver’s license has been suspended and/or
revoked are completely unknown, nor are
they of any relevance at that point in time.
At the time of the stop, all the average of-
ficer knows is that the RMV, for whatever
reason(s), has flagged that person’s license
and that that driver’s right to operate in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts has been
denied. The officer has no ability – nor any
right- to use his/her individual discretion to
determine whether or not the suspension or

ing defense attorney. “It’s mind-boggling
to think that an otherwise law-abiding citi-
zen can be pulled out of their car, be ar-
rested and jailed; to find out it’s a techni-
cality or an out-of-state insurance issue. But
that’s what happens. At a minimum we
should look at whether or not that should
be an arrestable offense.”

Governor Patrick should jump on board
and support Chairman Costello’s efforts to
utilize the CORI bill as a vehicle for police
reforms which will enhance the rights of
citizens and put the brakes on police being
able to arrest citizens for offenses which
simply do not rise to the level of an incar-
ceration event.

Kevin John Sowrdya is a political col-
umnist who writes for South End News and
Bay Windows, as well as other publications.
He can be reached at kevinsow@aol.com.

And now a response
to this nit-wit…

revocation is worthy or unworthy of arrest.
(And I suspect that neither Mr. Sowyrda,
nor his friends from the ACLU – would
want us to have that unbridled discretion.)
The fact is that the individual’s right to op-
erate has been suspended or revoked, and
barring exigent circumstances, an arrest
is the only proper, correct action. Many a
serious felon has been apprehended as a
result of what Mr. Sowyrda refers to as
“minor motor vehicle violations,” but then
again, hiding behind the safety of his
computer, Kevin wouldn’t know that, would
he?

Mr. Sowyrda’s column goes on to quote
“communications manager” Chris Ott of
the ACLU stating that “We see people get-
ting arrested and hauled off to jail for non-
criminal offenses. People are getting ar-
rested all the time for all that drama for
something that is legally in the same cat-
egory as a parking ticket…”. Communica-
tions manager Chris Ott should check with
an attorney before he opens his stupid, un-
educated mouth, because, in fact, operat-
ing after suspension or revocation in
Massacusetts IS a criminal offense under
MGL chapter 90.

Mr. Sowyrda then continues his elitist
attack on police officers by stating that
“Let’s be blunt; the pervasive attitude in this
state is that police officers are free to do
basically what they please, and this attitude
can be proven by visual observation on any
day of the week.” Yes, Mr. Sowyrda, let’s
be blunt: ignorance is bliss, and you are
proof-positive. In 28 years of policing, I
have never once felt any sense of power,
authority or privilege; only an onerous, bur-
densome sense of responsibility. The aver-
age cop is under the microscope both on
and off duty, and is subjected to intense sec-
ond-guessing and relentless scrutiny by
people like Mr. Sowyrda, who have the
luxury of time and safety to critique what

(continued on page C9)
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(see questions on page C5)
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By PO Michael Kane,
District 18

• So many people are concerned about po-
lice officers “working too much” but
snow plow drivers are looked upon as he-
roes when they stay behind the wheel of
a 25 ton truck for 36 hours straight dur-
ing a snow storm? This isn’t an accident
waiting to happen?

• A lawsuit is sure to follow the “crazy
chimp” police shooting? “He was such a
good pet”, “Why couldn’t the police have
shot him in his leg? And on and on. Mean-
while the victim has suffered serious in-
juries from this primate and may die.
What if it had been a child that had been
attacked? The owner was a fool for keep-
ing this animal as a pet.

• I can’t get a bailout after going to
Foxwood? I went there to win and sur-
prise… I lost. Can I now be given the
money I spent?

• Public employees seem to be blamed for
the current fiscal crisis in Boston?

• Gov. Deval Patrick hasn’t left for D.C.
yet? This is a guy who thinks hiring his
friends and giving them huge salaries is
“Trivial”. He’s out of touch.

• That this winter seemed so long? The
cold, snow, ice, slush, just stayed so long.

• We hear nothing about welfare reform in
these tight economic times? I guess these
people have a lot of clout at the state
house.

• Barney Frank makes me sick every time
I see him on the TV or hear him on the
radio? This clown has never taken any
responsibility for his role in the financial
mess this country is in. And he keeps get-
ting re-elected.

• AIG thought it was a good idea to hand
out millions in bonus pay to the same mo-
rons that destroyed the company? And
what’s worse is no one in the government
knew this bonus pay would be given out.
Or so they claim they never knew.

• Obama can’t control himself? He made
fun of the Special Olympics while on the
Jay Leno show. Seriously, we have been
taught since we were five years old that
it’s cruel to make fun of people with dis-
abilities and this guy does it on national
TV. Can you imagine the fallout if
George Bush said something like this?

• The Government is now giving out cou-
pons for updated digital TV service?
Since when is that the taxpayers respon-
sibility?

• Cop murderer, (BPD Bomb Technician
Jerry Hurley, 1991) and bomb maker

Trenkler thought he could get out of
prison? You aren’t going anywhere
scumbag. You will die in prison no mat-
ter how many of your supporters (?????)
think they can change the facts of the case.

• Deval’s Caddy is still costing us money?
(Herald 03-27-09, P. 4). He wants every-
one to cut back spending but he refuses
to the same.

• Four good police officers die at the hands
of a career criminal in Oakland Califor-
nia? May they rest in peace. (Nice to see
that many BPD officers were able to at-
tend the services in California along with
Transit, Cambridge, Boston Housing PD,
Newton and Brookline officers).

Stay Safe.

On Your Next Day Off
You Have To:
• Visit the Norman Rockwell Museum in

Stockbridge, Mass. This is a great day trip
that is affordable too. Tickets to the mu-
seum are just $15 and you can get a self
guided audio tour for an additional $5. I
would recommend the audio tour because
you learn more about Rockwell and his
art. It takes about two hours to get to

Stockbridge, (120 miles) and there are
plenty of places to stop for lunch or din-
ner.

• Walk or bike around Jamaica Pond. Very
peaceful, nice view and friendly people.

• Watch the movie “Patton”. Great movie.
• Go to a BU Hockey game. Affordable,

fun, and exciting.

First Meeting Held To
Establish District
Shooting Teams

On March 27th at 7:00 pm a small, but
very enthusiastic group of Boston Po-

lice Officers met in the community room at
District 18 to begin the process of starting
district shooting teams. Many ideas were
brought up and discussed. It was decided
to have a second meeting and to spread the
word throughout the department so that the
next meeting will be well attended. It is
hoped that each district/unit will have their
own team and that competitions can take
place on a regular basis. If you are inter-
ested in becoming involved please make
note of the following date:

Tuesday, April 28th - 7:00 pm
at the Community Room of District 18

1.Right-hander Eric Gagne holds the major league record for consecutive saves with
84 in a row while pitching for the Dodgers between August 28, 2002 to July 4, 2004.

2.The record for the most 200 hit seasons in a career is held by Pete Rose with 10.
3.There are 5 members of the 500 career home run club that played with the same

team, Mike Schmidt, Phillies 548; Mickey Mantle, Yankees 536; Ted Williams, Red
Sox 521; Ernie Banks, Cubs 512; and Mel Ott, Giants 511.

4.The candidate to receive the highest percentage of votes and not be elected to the
National Baseball Hall of Fame was Jim Rice with 72.2% in 2007.

5.Entering the 2009 season,two members of the 500 career home run club played for
5 teams during their career, Frank Robinson, 586 homers with the Reds, Orioles,
Dodgers, Angels, and Indians, and Eddie Murray, 504 homers with the Orioles, Dodg-
ers, Mets, Indians, and Angels.

6.In 2008 Dodgers manager Joe Torre became the most recent manager to win a divi-
sional title with his third team, having already won titles with the Braves in 1982 and
the Yankees 1996, 1998-2006.

7.The three players who were elected to the National Baseball Hall of Fame in their
final year of eligibility are Red Ruffing 1967, Ralph Kiner 1975,and Jim Rice 2008.

8.The last American League leadoff hitter to hit at least 30 home runs in a season was
Indians center fielder Grady Sizemore who hit 33 in 2008.

9.The National League MVP for the 2008 season was Cardinals first baseman Albert
Pujols.

10.The Tampa Bay Rays led the American League in stolen bases during the 2008 sea-
son with 142.

1.The only President of the United States to be born in Illinois is Ronald Reagan, who
was born on February 6, 1911 in Tampico, Illinois.

2.The first President of the United States to hold an Inauguaral Ball was our 4th Presi-
dent James Madison, who held the ball on March 4, 1809.

3.The first President of the United States to travel outside the country was our 26th
President Theodore Roosevelt, who journeyed to Panama.

4.The first President of the United States to graduate from West Point was our 18th
President Ulysses S. Grant.

5.The first President of the United States to travel in an airplane was Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

an officer often has only split-seconds to
decide.

In fact, most officers will tell you that
it’s not the bad guys with guns and knives
who make our job difficult. No, instead, it’s
pretentious phonies like Mr. Sowyrda and
his army of demanding, obnoxious, self-
centered yuppie-types who most often cause
high-blood pressure and a strong desire for
early retirement amongst my bretheren. Mr.
Sowyrda’s article begins with the warning
that this is “First in a new series regarding
police culture in the Commonwealth.” (Lord
knows I could have a field day with Mr.
Sowyrda’s “culture,” whatever that is, but
that’s for another day…).  On behalf of the
1,600 hard-working members of the Bos-

ton Police Patrolmen’s Association who
have to put up with the ignorant likes of
Mr. Sowryda and somehow refrain from
committing hari-kari, I respectfully request
equal time to respond in-kind to his unedu-
cated diatribes in future editions of the South
End News. Thank you for consideration of
this request.

Sincerely,
James W. Carnell

Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

(This response was printed in the South
End News on March 25, 2009.)

And now a response
to this nit-wit…
(continued from page C7)
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WE ARE PROUD 
TO SUPPORT

Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association

State Street Global Advisors has a long tradition of supporting worthy causes and is proud to 

demonstrate our commitment to the communities in which we live and do business.  

For more information, please visit our website at www.ssga.com.
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is honored to support the 
Boston Police Patrolman’s 

Association.

313 Congress Street, Boston 
�

330 Congress Street, Boston 
�

55 Summer Street, Boston 
�

One Bowdoin Square, Boston 

is honored to support the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s

Association.
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Since our founding in 1894, we have worked side-by-side with public
safety personnel to assure the safety and well-being of the people who
live and work in the City of Boston.

We are pleased to have this opportunity to contribute to the programs
offered by the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association.

Moreover, we are proud of our continued working partnership with the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association and congratulate them on their
service to our community.

Perini and Patrolmen:
Partners for over 110 Years

Perini Corporation   73 Mt. Wayte Avenue   Framingham, MA   01701
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617-951-4100 617-737-3315 (fax) www.lpcboston.com
225 Franklin Street 23rd Floor Boston, Massachusetts 02110

Lincoln Property Company &
84 State Street....

are pleased to support the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association, Inc.
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As we celebrate our
15th Anniversary as an investor
and builder in this community,

we remain committed to sharing
our success and investing back

in the community we live,
work and play in.

THE RAPPAPORT FAMILY

AND

NEW BOSTON FUND, INC.

proudly supports the

BOSTON POLICE PATROLMEN’S

ASSOCIATION, INC.

Acquisition, Development and Management of
Income producing Commercial Properties

BOSTON, MA     HARTFORD, CT     WASHINGTON, DC     INDIANAPOLIS, IN
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An Interview with Channel 7’s
Chief Meteorologist Pete Bouchard

By James F. Lydon, Jr.,
Boston Police Academy

Credit for the origin of this interview
should go directly to Pete Bouchard

himself. While watching one of this season’s
weather updates on WHDH-TV Channel 7,
I heard Pete Bouchard make a disclaimer
about an impending storm. He used the old
phrase, “Don’t shoot the messenger,” which
made me think, “I wonder …”

I wonder if Pete Bouchard, or any of
our other local meteorologists, for that mat-
ter, have ever gotten grief because of the
bad New England weather? It seems silly
to me, to pin the blame on a meteorologist
because of a snow storm. Although, to play
the Devil’s advocate, I know that I do hate
snow. Not because it is snow, but because I
hate to shovel. But would any reasonable
person actually be mean to our friends who
stand before the green screen? So, I decided
to find out. And find out, I did. On Tuesday
night, February 10th, 2009, I interviewed
WHDH-TV Channel 7’s chief meteorolo-
gist, Pete Bouchard, and here’s what I
found out …

Jimmy Lydon: How long have you been
a meteorologist?

Pete Bouchard: Since 1992. I graduated
from Lyndon State University in northern
Vermont that year and immediately went
to work for a Portland, Maine television sta-
tion. For my first eight months there, I got
$25 a show.

JL: What season is the more relatively
easy to work?

PB: The summer.

JL: And the hardest?
PB: The winter.

JL: What is the season that viewers like
you the most?

PB: The autumn. September is the best
month we have. It is not too hot, and any
weather events are relatively short lived. If
you are going to plan a wedding in New
England, plan it for September.

JL: And the season viewers like you the
least?

PB: The winter. People dislike me the
most in the winter, and that is followed
closely by the spring. People are not pleased
with me when I forecast a late cold snap, or
worse, a late snow storm. They are ready
for the weather to get better, and some feel
that it is my fault for that not happening as
quickly as they would like. The summer is
next – people hate the heat waves, and, fi-
nally, the autumn. Autumn is the best. New
Englanders are happiest in the autumn.

JL: Do you find that people blame you
for the bad winter weather?

PB:Absolutely. Actually, they blame me
for all bad weather.

JL: Does it bother you?

Pete Bouchard
Channel 7’s Chief Meteorologist

PB: It did at first. When I first started
my career, I was a bit sensitive about it. I
would not be happy when I would get the
bad letters in the mail. Now, I am a little
more desensitized to the situation, and the
internet has made the whole process a little
more anonymous and less personal. I love
my job, and when I get a particularly nasty
e-mail, I just retreat into my job, into the
weather. The weather is unbiased and fa-
miliar. And I have no favorite season; there
are wonderful, amazing things about each
one. I find that no one enjoys the weather
anymore, however. No one takes the time
to look up at the sky and enjoy the weather.
There was a study done once which showed
that an appreciation and enjoyment of the
weather lessens stress.

JL: So, you get hate mail?
PB: I do. The letters, at first, and now, e-

mail.

JL: What are some of the things people
have written to you?

PB: One little girl wrote me once and
said, “Don’t make it rain; you’ll be unpopu-
lar if you do.” I once got an e-mail from
“Steve, the Dog.” The e-mail read that the
author was an actual dog. It went on to ex-
plain that “Steve, the Dog” studied thun-
der, and wondered why a home experiment
to create thunder indoors did not work. The
e-mail was very detailed and extensive. I
answered it in a tongue-in-cheek fashion.

JL: Have you ever gotten any “odd”
gifts?

PB: Not so much. Women have sent me
photos of themselves in bathing suits, in an
apparent attempt to woo me, I image. I did
get a request to plug a flower show in an-

other city. The request came along with
some flowers, but the flowers were dead.

JL: Have you ever gotten any death
threats?

PB:Yes. Two.

JL: Really?
PB: Yes. They both came early on in my

time in Boston, and both were voice mails.
The first one came in the spring after a long
winter. I forecasted that it would rain at 4
pm, but it rained at 9 am instead. The voice
mail author said that he was going to get
some friends and come down and beat me.
He said that they would beat me until I did
not move anymore, then they would beat
me some more, until I never moved again.
The second threat came in voice mail some-
time after the first. The voice sounded like
it belonged to another man, not the first, but
he used the same phrase about beating me
until I did not move anymore. That time, he
said he would get me in the garage.

JL: Were you concerned?

PB: I was, but I was more concerned
with my new job here in Boston. I wanted
to do well, so the threats took somewhat of
a backseat.

JL: Of all the news professionals, who
gets the most hate mail?

PB: Meteorologists. And the most hate
mail comes right after, or the day after, a
storm. Some people even e-mail as the
storm is winding down. Meteorologists are
followed by sportscasters. Everyone seems
to have an opinion concerning sports, and
some fans seem to take it personally if the
sportscasters disagree with them.

JL: Who gets the least hate mail?
PB: The anchors. They may be report-

ing the news, and it may even be horrible
news, but it does not directly affect most
viewers like the weather does. The weather
affects everyone.

JL: Jealous?
PB: No. Hate mail and conflict build

character. I like to know what people think
of me. I feel that I can make myself a better
meteorologist that way, and I can connect
with the community better, also.

JL: If you could get one message to sink
in to the viewing public, what would that
be?

PB: Enjoy the weather. We live in a
unique spot, not just in the region or the
country, but in the world. The weather in
New England is amazing. Even when the
forecast is right on, there are neat surprises
to be found. The uniqueness of New En-
gland weather is really something to stop
and take note of. Weather here may bring a
lot of frustration, but it also brings a lot of
hope.
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Misguided Bleeding Heart Senator Jim Webb of Virginia
By Kevin Doogan

Virginia Senator Jim Webb, another
Boston Globe/Parade Magazine left

wing bleeding heart liberal has launched the
National Criminal Justice Commission Act
of 2009 (S.714), to create a blue-ribbon
commission charged with conducting an 18-
month, top-to-bottom review of the nation’s
entire criminal justice system and offering
concrete recommendations for reform. He
compares the criminal justice system of Ja-
pan to that of United States and is befuddled
by the drastically lower crime and incarcera-
tion rate in Japan opposed to that of the
United States. After reading this absurd ar-
ticle in Parade Magazine, surely Webb and
his bleeding heart liberals will lobby for
lighter sentencing for drug offenders and
alleged non-violent criminal offenders.
Webb’s asinine comparison of the Ameri-
can way of life and that of Japan just reaf-
firms how out of touch with reality these
politicians are. In Japan, there is a strong
sense of community, faith and the word
shame carries with it severe consequences.
The overwhelmingly law-abiding Japanese
community has a strict fear of faith, an un-
wavering sense of national pride and a re-
spect for authority. In the United States poli-
ticians like Webb and his friends at the
Globe have worked tirelessly to dismantle
the common threads of law-abiding family
life here in the United States. Lawmakers
bowing to the political whims of the me-
dia, lobbyists and special interest groups
have brought this country and its criminal
justice system to its knees. Before he re-
leases one criminal or further dilutes any
laws please think about the following facts.

1. Congress just passed the largest
spending bill in history yet most of
those who voted for it never read it.

2. Congress is mandated by law to se-
cure our national borders yet they do
nothing to stem the flow of illegal
aliens.

3. Congress refuses to enforce our im-
migration laws and continues to
handout billions of tax dollars every
year to illegal aliens on welfare.

4. Congress, in direct opposition to the
will of the people are preparing more
amnesty programs for illegal aliens
to further enable this illegal on-
slaught on our resources.

5. Congress continues to bailout failed,
corrupt and greedy businesses allow-
ing tax dollars to be spent on bonuses
to incompetent CEOs.

6. Congress refuses to act to ensure
American jobs go to American work-
ers and stem the outsourcing of work
to foreign countries.

When did Elected Public Servants be-
come the Master? Aren’t they in their
elected position to serve the public not their
own interest? If Senator Webb and his col-
leagues want to straighten out this Country
lets first start with straightening out our
government beginning with Congress.

1. Let’s change the current system and
make it so all the laws that apply to
all American citizens to also apply
to Congress! Why are they elite and

Senator Jim Webb of Virginia

above the law?
2. Let’s repeal Congress’ right to vote

for their own raises and give that back
to the people to vote on! We don’t
vote ourselves a raise why should
they?

3. Force the government to balance the
Federal budget! If we have to live
within our means shouldn’t they?

4. Congress is a free spender regarding
our Social Security money let’s make
them also pay into it, maybe then
they won’t be so generous with our
money.

5. Citizens pay into that system their
whole working life only to have their
hard earned money squandered on
illegal aliens that never contributed
a dime to it.

6. We limit the President to two terms,
because we have learned that long
term power has the tendency to cor-
rupt. Let’s limit Congress to two
terms!

7. There is a big push for pension re-
form, with term limits on Congress
let them get their own 401K. If it’s
pension reform they want let’s start
with Congress, change the system so

they don’t receive their full pay for
life after one term in office!

8. As matter of fact we, the taxpayers
also pay full medical insurance for
our Congressional Leaders even
though they are part time employ-
ees. Let’s trim that little perk for them
and maybe they won’t be so hesitant
to put restriction on the Health Care
Providers and their prescription lob-
byists.

With these little changes we could be
saving millions, even billions of dollars and

leveling the playing field between the elit-
ist Congress and the people they are sworn
to serve! As far as Senator Webb’s original
thought of lessening the swelling prison
population alas until this Country stops lis-
tening to the main stream liberal media and
starts to re-embrace the wholesome values
that our forefathers founded this Country
on, we are doomed to the fate of other great
civilizations. We need to refocus our col-
lective attention on values like religion, fear
of faith, respect for authority, law and or-
der, protecting the family unit, looking out
for our neighbors and above all accept the
responsibility of our own actions and inac-
tions! We need to stop making excuses for
criminal behavior. Webb’s so-called non-
violent drug offenders are the B&E artists,
armed robbers and home invaders that
plague every neighborhood. Where does the
senator think these drug offenders get their
money once they have sold everything they
own and have stolen from their own fam-
ily? Or are the criminals the senator wants
to release people like Bernie Madoff?

Back in the old West the punishment
for stealing a horse was hanging, tell me
this white collar criminal doesn’t deserve
to die.

A great cop
Iwanted to share with you a good story

about one of our men in blue.
About a month ago I was driving and

noticed my sons car being ripped apart by a
cop in a desolate area in Southie. Then I
saw my kid sitting on the curb with all of
his buddies and a case of beer to the side of
them. Now I know my son wasn’t driving
because the car is broken. But nevertheless
they were listening to the radio while drink-
ing (and they are not old enough to do that
either!)

Anyway, I was so distraught, I cried. I
KNOW the law, and the rules, and regard-
less that the car wasn’t running he had the
keys in it and beers were being drank. I was
so upset. Knowing that I have a “good kid”
; he attends CM, he plays every sport under
the sun, and gets great grades, but obviously
not a good decision maker!

The officer asked me if it was my child
and I said yes. He put his hand on my shoul-
der and assured me that it would be okay.
He said, “I am going to teach him a lesson
though… is that okay with you?”

ABSOLUTELY!!!!!
After explaining to my son and his

friends of all the laws they broke, and could
be charged with, he gave them a speech
about drinking. He then proceeded to tell
my son that he must do some form of com-
munity service; help out a neighbor, shovel,
rake leaves anything… but help out!

The officer came over to me and told me
I should be proud. He said that he was one
of the nicest, most polite kid he’s talked to.
Needless to say I took my kid home and I’ll
leave the rest out!

Anyway, the past month, my child has
increased his grades immensely! He is tak-
ing criminal justice classes and is adamant
about being an officer. All because of one

Subject: Stuttering
A teacher is explaining biology to her 4th grade students. ‘Human beings are the

only animals that stutter,’ she says.
A little girl raises her hand. ‘I had a kitty-cat who stuttered.’
The teacher, knowing how precious some of these stories could become, asked the

girl to describe the incident.
‘Well’, she began, ‘I was in the back yard with my kitty and the Rottweiler that lives

next door got a running start and before we knew it, he jumped over the fence into our
yard!’

‘That must’ve been scary,’ said the teacher.
‘It sure was,’ said the little girl. ‘My kitty raised her back, went Sssss, Sssss, Sssss’

and before she could say ‘Shit!’, the Rottweiler ate her!’
The teacher had to leave the room.

The Italian Secret of a Long Marriage

At Saint Mary’s Catholic Church in
South Philly they have a weekly

husband’s only marriage seminar.
At the session last week, the Priest asked

Luigi, who was approaching his 50th wed-
ding anniversary, to take a few minu tes and
share some insight into how he had man-
aged to stay married to the same woman all
these years.

Luigi replied to the assembled husbands,

“Wella, I’ve a-tried to treat-a her nizza,
spenda money on her, but besta of all is
that I tooka her to Italy for the 20th anni-
versary!”

The Priest responded “Luigi, you are an
amazing inspiration to all the husbands
here! Please tell us what you are planning
for your wife for your 50th Anniversary.”

Luigi proudly replied, “I’m agonna go
get her.”

cop that “gave him a break.” A few days
ago, my son and I were talking, and he said...
‘ya know mom, if there were more cops like
him out there, I bet the kids would actually
listen to them instead of running from them
all the time. “

My son is working towards taking the
exam to become an officer. I don’t know
this officers name, all I know is he made a
difference in my life, and my kids.

Believe me I feel that some kids need to
be taken in arrested, and have the book
thrown at them... but instead of stereo typ-
ing it would be nice to take the time to talk

to these kids. They are not all punks... Many
of us made the same bad decisions but just
didn’t get caught. This is exactly what that
officer said to me!

I just thought that it would be nice to let
you know that there are some really genu-
ine officers out there. I hear horrible stories
of police brutality, but the truth is, they are
who we call when we are in trouble.... this
time I didn’t even have to pick up the phone!
I wish I knew his name, I would call the
police commish, and commend him!

Thanks for listening!
Jeannie Bulens Fitz
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By Robert A. Hall

I’ll be 63 soon. Except for one semester
in college when jobs were scarce, and a

six-month period when I was between jobs,
but job-hunting every day, I’ve worked,
hard, since I was 18. Despite some health
challenges, I still put in 50-hour weeks, and
haven’t called in sick in seven or eight years.
I make a good salary, but I didn’t inherit
my job or my income, and I worked to get
where I am. Given the economy, there’s no
retirement in sight, and I’m tired.

Very tired.
I’m tired of being told that I have to

“spread the wealth around” to people who
don’t have my work ethic. I’m tired of be-
ing told the government will take the money
I earned, by force if necessary, and give it
to people too lazy or stupid to earn it.

I’m tired of being told that I have to pay
more taxes to “keep people in their homes.
Sure, if they lost their jobs or got sick, I’m
willing to help. But if they bought
McMansions at three times the price of our
paid-off, $250,000 condo, on one-third of
my salary, then let the leftwing
Congresscritters who passed Fannie and
Freddie and the Community Reinvestment
Act that created the bubble help them-with
their own money.

I’m tired of being told how bad America
is by leftwing millionaires like Michael
Moore, George Soros and Hollywood en-
tertainers who live in luxury because of the
opportunities America offers. In thirty years,
if they get their way, the United States will
have the religious freedom and women’s
rights of Saudi Arabia, the economy of Zim-
babwe, the freedom of the press of China,
the crime and violence of Mexico, the tol-
erance for Gay people of Iran, and the free-
dom of speech of Venezuela.

Won’t multiculturalism be beautiful?
I’m tired of being told that Islam is a

“Religion of Peace,” when every day I can
read dozens of stories of Muslim men kill-
ing their sisters, wives and daughters for
their family “honor;” of Muslims rioting
over some slight offense; of Muslims mur-
dering Christian and Jews because they
aren’t “believers;” of Muslims burning
schools for girls; of Muslims stoning teen-
age rape victims to death for “adultery;” of
Muslims mutilating the genitals of little
girls; all in the name of Allah, because the
Qur’an and Shari’a law tells them to.

I believe “a man should be judged by
the content of his character, not by the color
of his skin.”  I’m tired of being told that
“race doesn’t matter” in the post-racial
world of President Obama, when it’s all that
matters in affirmative action jobs, lower
college admission and graduation standards
for minorities (harming them the most),
government contract set-asides, tolerance
for the ghetto culture of violence and fa-
therless children that hurts minorities more
than anyone, and in the appointment of US
Senators from Illinois. I think it’s very cool
that we have a black president and that a
black child is doing her homework at the
desk where Lincoln wrote the emancipa-

tion proclamation. I just wish the black
president was Condi Rice, or someone who
believes more in freedom and the individual
and less in an all-knowing government.

I’m tired of a news media that thinks
Bush’s fundraising and inaugural expenses
were obscene, but that think Obama’s, at
triple the cost, were wonderful. That thinks
Bush exercising daily was a waste of presi-
dential time, but Obama exercising is a great
example for the public to control weight and
stress, that picked over every line of Bush’s
military records, but never demanded that
Kerry release his, that slammed Palin with
two years as governor for being too inex-
perienced for VP, but touted Obama with
three years as senator as potentially the best
president ever.

Wonder why people are dropping their
subscriptions or switching to Fox News?
Get a clue. I didn’t vote for Bush in 2000,
but the media and Kerry drove me to his
camp in 2004.

I’m tired of being told that out of “toler-
ance for other cultures” we must let Saudi
Arabia use our oil money to fund mosques
and madrassa Islamic schools to preach hate
in America, while no American group is
allowed to fund a church, synagogue or re-
ligious school in Saudi Arabia to teach love
and tolerance.

I’m tired of being told I must lower my
living standard to fight global warming,
which no one is allowed to debate. My wife
and I live in a two-bedroom apartment and
carpool together five miles to our jobs. We
also own a three-bedroom condo where our
daughter and granddaughter live. Our car-
bon footprint is about 5% of Al Gore’s, and
if you’re greener than Gore, you’re green
enough.

I’m tired of being told that drug addicts
have a disease, and I must help support and
treat them, and pay for the damage they do.
Did a giant germ rush out of a dark alley,
grab them, and stuff white powder up their
noses while they tried to fight it off? I don’t
think Gay people choose to be Gay, but I
damn sure think druggies chose to take
drugs. And I’m tired of harassment from
cool people treating me like a freak when I
tell them I never tried marijuana.

I’m tired of illegal aliens being called
“undocumented workers,” especially the
ones who aren’t working, but are living on
welfare or crime. What’s next? Calling drug
dealers, “Undocumented Pharmacists”?
And, no, I’m not against Hispanics. Most
of them are Catholic and it’s been a few
hundred years since Catholics wanted to kill
me for my religion. I’m willing to fast track
for citizenship any Hispanic person who can
speak English, doesn’t have a criminal
record and who is self-supporting without
family on welfare, or who serves honorably
for three years in our military. Those are
the citizens we need.

I’m tired of latte liberals and journalists,
who would never wear the uniform of the
Republic themselves, or let their entitle-
ment-handicapped kids near a recruiting
station, trashing our military. They and their

kids can sit at home, never having to make
split-second decisions under life and death
circumstances, and bad mouth better people
then themselves.

Do bad things happen in war? You bet.
Do our troops sometimes misbehave? Sure.
Does this compare with the atrocities that
were the policy of our enemies for the last
fifty years-and still are? Not even close. So
here’s the deal. I’ll let myself be subjected
to all the humiliation and abuse that was
heaped on terrorists at Abu Ghraib or Gitmo,
and the critics can let themselves be sub-
ject to captivity by the Muslims who tor-
tured and beheaded Daniel Pearl in Paki-
stan, or the Muslims who tortured and mur-
dered Marine Lt. Col. William Higgins in
Lebanon, or the Muslims who ran the blood-
spattered Al Qaeda torture rooms our troops
found in Iraq, or the Muslims who cut off
the heads of schoolgirls in Indonesia, be-
cause the girls were Christian. Then we’ll
compare notes. British and American sol-
diers are the only troops in history that ci-
vilians came to for help and handouts, in-
stead of hiding from in fear.

I’m tired of people telling me that their
party has a corner on virtue and the other
party has a corner on corruption. Read the
papers—bums are bi-partisan. And I’m tired
of people telling me we need bi-partisan-
ship. I live in Illinois, where the “Illinois

Combine” of Democrats and Republicans
has worked together harmoniously to loot
the public for years. And I notice that the
tax cheats in Obama’s cabinet are bi-parti-
san as well.

I’m tired of hearing wealthy athletes,
entertainers and politicians of both parties
talking about innocent mistakes, stupid mis-
takes or youthful mistakes, when we all
know they think their only mistake was get-
ting caught. I’m tired of people with a sense
of entitlement, rich or poor.

Speaking of poor, I’m tired of hearing
people with air-conditioned homes, color
TVs and two cars called poor. The majority
of Americans didn’t have that in 1970, but
we didn’t know we were “poor.” The pov-
erty pimps have to keep changing the defi-
nition of poor to keep the dollars flowing.

I’m real tired of people who don’t take
responsibility for their lives and actions. I’m
tired of hearing them blame the government,
or discrimination, or big-whatever for their
problems.

Yes, I’m damn tired. But I’m also glad
to be 63. Because, mostly, I’m not going to
get to see the world these people are mak-
ing. I’m just sorry for my granddaughter.

Robert A. Hall is a Marine Vietnam vet-
eran who served five terms in the Massachu-
setts state senate. He blogs at www.tartan
marine.blogspot.com

I’m tired

When Grandma goes to court
Lawyers should never ask a Missisippi grandma a
question if they arent prepared for the answer

In a trial, a Southern small-town pros-
ecuting attorney called his first witness, a
grandmotherly, elderly woman to the stand.
He approahed her and asked, “Mrs. Jones,
do you know me?” She responded, “Why
yes, I do know you, Mr. Williams, I’ve
known you since you were a boy, and
frankly, you’ve been a big disappointment
to me. You lie, you cheat on your wife, and
you manipulate people and talk about them
behind their backs. You think you’re a big
shot when you haven’t the brains to realize
you’ll never amount to anything more than
a two-bit paper pusher. Yes, I know you.”

The lawyer was stunned. Not knowing
what else to do, he pointed across the room
and asked, “Mrs. Jones, do you know the
defense attorney?”

She again replied, “Why yes I do. I’ve
known Mrs. Bradley since he was a young-
ster, too. He’s lazy, bigoted, and he has a
drinking problem. He can’t build a normal
relationship with anyone, and his law prac-
tice is one of the worst in the entire state.
Not to mention, he cheated on his wife with
three different women. One of them was

your wife. Yes, I know him.”
The defense attorney nearly died.
The judge asked both counselors to ap-

proach the bench and, in a very quiet voice,
said,

“If either of you idiots asks her if she
knows me, I’ll send you both to the electric
chair.”
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